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Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan Review
Main Issues Report Consultation
NETCO response – paper apart

Introduction
Our client, NETCO, supports the Preferred Options set out in the Aberdeen City and
Shire Strategic Development Plan Review Main Issues Report Consultation in relation
to the updated Vision (Issue 1) and the proposed focus on tourism development
(Issue 7).
NETCO particularly wish to promote the inclusion of a site at Durris for a new
mountain biking, snow sports and adventure centre as a project essential for the
implementation of the Plan, making a significant contribution to achieving its vision
and objectives. Such a reference in the new Plan would demonstrate the Strategic
Development Planning Authority’s commitment to taking a stronger and more
flexible approach to long-term tourist development, as proposed as the Preferred
Option in the Main Issues Report. Further details are set out in the Main Issues
Report Consultation response form. This paper apart summarises the rationale for
Durris being the preferred option for the proposed mountain biking centre.
Preferred location for proposed mountain biking, snow sports and adventure
centre
The site at Durris was selected by NETCO as the preferred location for the mountain
biking, snow sports and adventure centre based on a range of criteria. These are set
out in detail in the feasibility report (a copy of which is submitted with this response)
but, in summary, they include factors such as the physical nature of the sites, the
ease of access for visitors (including tourists), the visual impact, the potential impact
on a commercial forest, environmental impacts, and the ability of the site to be
designed and planned to maximise economic, environmental and social outcomes.
Durris is considered particularly suitable for the following reasons:
•

it includes a good mix of gradients and ability to provide longer cross-country
routes, ensuring all levels of mountain bikers and skiers can enjoy the centre;

•

ground conditions are generally good and the existence of a worked quarry
on the site will facilitate construction;

•

there is an obvious location for the hub facilities with stunning views which
can be enjoyed by non-mountain bikers and skiers, and pick up passing trade
from the Slug Road;

•

there is easy access to the site for visitors from both the Slug Road and the
South Deeside Road and its proximity to the Deeside Way provides potential
to attract additional visitors;

•

visual impact will be minimal given the current plantation forest use,
surrounding hills and existing pylon line and masts at the summit of Cairnmon-earn;

•

the summits of Cair-mon-earn and Mundernal provide stunning views across
Aberdeenshire, which will be a significant attraction to both mountain
bikers/skiers and other visitors; and

•

there are limited identified species of interest in the forest and limited
existing use of the area for recreational purposes.

Strategic Development Plan Review
Main Issues Report Consultation
12th March - 21st May 2018
The Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Planning Authority are currently
reviewing the Strategic Development Plan for the area. Our Development Plan
Scheme outlines a timetable for the review of the Plan, and also identifies where
there are opportunities to participate. It is available to view at:
http://www.aberdeencityandshire-sdpa.gov.uk/DevelopmentPlan/DevelopmentPlanSchemes.aspx

The Main Issues Report is the first formal stage in the review process – it describes
and invites discussion on options for future policies, as well as employment and
housing land targets for the next Plan. No settled view on the content of the next
Strategic Development Plan has yet been reached, making the Main Issues Report
the key stage for public consultation. Giving us your views will help to shape the
future strategy for development and the policies by which future planning
applications are determined.
You can view a copy of the Main Issues Report on our website at:
http://www.aberdeencityandshiresdpa.gov.uk/CurrentWork/CurrentConsultations.aspx
Copies are also available to view at all Council Offices and Libraries within the
Strategic Development Plan Area.
A series of accompanying documents, including an Interim Environmental Report,
Monitoring Statement, Housing Needs and Demand Assessment and Interim
Cumulative Transport Appraisal can also be viewed on our website (by following the
above link).

How to Respond
The Main Issues Report contains a series of issues and questions on which we
would like to hear your views. Please use this form to respond to these, or any other
issues raised by the Main Issues Report or any other accompanying documents.
Consultation Responses must be received by 12pm on Monday 21st May 2018
You can make your views heard in a number of ways:
§

By Post - please return a completed version of this form to:
Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Planning Authority, Woodhill
House, Westburn Road, Aberdeen, AB16 5GB

§

By Email - please return a completed version of this form to:
team@aberdeencityandshire-sdpa.gov.uk
If you choose to fill out our online Word form, please be aware that you must
download the form and save any changes before submission.

Letters and emails which do not make use of this form will also be accepted,
however please make sure include your name, address, telephone number and
email address (if applicable), as well as the details of anyone you are representing, if
you would like us to be able to contact you with any queries on your submission.
Using your Personal Information
Information you supply to the Strategic Development Planning Authority (SDPA) by
responding to this consultation will be used to prepare the next Strategic
Development Plan for the area. The SDPA will not share the personal information
provided in response to this consultation with other parties or organisations. The
SDPA will not disclose any contact information about you to any organisation or
person unless it is authorised or required to do so by law.
The SDPA Officers may use your contact details to contact you about the comments
you have made. Your name and organisation may be published alongside your
comments but contact details will not be made public. If you chose not to provide a
name or contact details, your comments will still be valid but we will not be able to
contact you in the future.
For further information on how your information is used, how the SDPA maintain the
security of your information, and your rights to access information the SDPA holds
about you, please contact: Claire McArthur, Acting Team Leader, Strategic
Development Planning Authority, Woodhill House, Westburn Road, Aberdeen, AB16
5GB.

Your Views
Please use a separate box for each issue/question you wish to respond to. If you wish to
continue on a separate sheet, please attach to the paper copy or email.
Main Issue / Question Number:

1 - The Vision

The Vision

Our client, NETCO, supports the Preferred Option of updating the Vision to make reference
to the key economic sectors from Aberdeen City and Shire Regional Economic Strategy and,
in particular, welcomes the inclusion of an express reference to tourism in the Vision.
Statutory development plans must have regard to National Planning Framework 3 (NPF3),
and Scottish Ministers expect planning decisions to support its delivery. Importantly, NPF3
recognises tourism as one of the key economic sectors for Scotland, and specifically for the
north east. It then also highlights significant opportunities for tourism, outdoor sports and
recreation in rural Scotland.
Further, Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) (2014) specifically highlights the need for
development plans to align with relevant local economic strategies and, with tourism
identified as one of four key sectors in which there are opportunities for growth, to be
informed by the Tourism Development Framework for Scotland. Planning authorities are
then expected to consider the potential to promote opportunities for tourism and
recreation facilities in their development plans.
Inclusion of the reference to tourism in the updated Vision is therefore consistent with the
requirements of NPF3 and SPP.
In turn, consideration should then be given to the potential to promote opportunities for
tourism and recreation facilities in the new Strategic Development Plan, and proposals for
such facilities should be looked on positively in the preparation of this. On which, please
see our response to question 7.

Main Issue / Question Number:

7 – Tourist development

Tourist development

Our client, NETCO, supports the Preferred Option for the new Strategic Development Plan
to clearly recognise that long-term proposals for tourism need to be dealt with
sympathetically through the planning system, particularly given the significant resources
required to implement new tourism developments.
They agree that supporting tourism can be challenging in a planning system based on
allocating land and would suggest that tourism projects of regional significance, which will
help contribute to achieving the Strategic Development Plan vision, should be identified as
such in the Plan, giving them the same status as those projects included in the “Putting this
plan into practice section” of the current Strategic Development Plan. Further, for the
reasons set out below, it is submitted that the proposed NETCO mountain biking, snow
sports and adventure centre at Durris Forest should be one such project.
Contribution to tourism
Both the Aberdeen City and Shire Regional Economic Strategy and the Tourism
Development Framework for Scotland encourage the development of outdoor sports
facilities and, in particular, mountain bike facilities. The Tourism Development Framework
for Scotland expressly identifies potential to appeal to the mountain bike community
through continued investment in track provision and maintenance, with additional
opportunities around supporting infrastructure such as visitor centres, specialist retail,
catering and accommodation. Accordingly, the Framework’s actions include encouraging
development planning authorities to consider the potential for cycling infrastructure
facilities to meet the wider tourism market.
Mountain biking is estimated to contribute £149m per annum directly to the Scottish
economy, supporting nearly 4,500 FTE jobs (Developing Mountain Biking in Scotland, 201618), with additional indirect benefits including, for example, improved mental and physical
health. Mountain bikers spend 466,000 nights away from home in Scotland each year,
spending an average of £355 per trip (Visit Scotland, 2017).
Whilst other parts of Scotland are able to benefit from the value that mountain biking
brings, there are no large scale (greater than 10km of trails) purpose built formal mountain

bike facilities in the north east. NETCO has produced a comprehensive feasibility report for
the creation of a new high-quality mountain biking, snow sports, and adventure centre to
fill that gap, including examining three possible locations for such a centre, identified after
an extensive search. The proposed centre would also include associated facilities such as a
café, bike shop, bike wash, bike/ski lift, accommodation, mountain bike
coaching/performance development, other outdoor learning opportunities, snow sports
and multi-use footpaths for, for example, dog walking, orienteering and geocashing. The
feasibility study concluded that the land at Durris Forest was the optimal location for the
proposed centre and that a facility here would generate in the order of £1.83m to £2.39m
per annum, supporting 35 to 45 jobs in the area. (Further information on the rationale for
Durris being the preferred option is provided in the attached paper apart.)
The identification of the site at Durris Forest specifically for a mountain biking centre with
associated facilities in the Strategic Development Plan would clearly be consistent with the
policy support for economic development in the form of tourist facilities in general, and
outdoor sports facilities such as mountain bike trails and related facilities in particular.
Contribution to other strategic planning objectives
In addition to supporting the achievement of the Preferred Option for the Vision in relation
to tourism, the proposed mountain biking, snow sports and adventure facility clearly
contributes to meeting a number of other strategic planning objectives, as set out in the
current Strategic Development Plan.
Economic growth
The tourism benefits of the proposed facility are set out above. In terms of economic
growth more generally, the identification of the site would encourage rural development,
as advocated by Scottish Planning Policy (2014), whilst also protecting and enhancing
environmental assets. At the same time, this would allow diversification of the rural
economy, support sustainable development linked to tourism, and show consideration to
the services provided by the natural environment. This is all as advocated by Scottish
Planning Policy and would all contribute to the Strategic Development Plan’s objective of
creating new employment in a range of areas which is both appropriate for and attractive
to the needs of different industries.

Quality of the environment
The current Strategic Development Plan recognises the value of the natural environment
and that it needs to be protected. The proposed mountain biking, snow sports and
adventure centre would not only offer economic benefits but also provide opportunities for
increased enjoyment of the natural environment, as well as enhancement thereof. In this
regard, Scottish Planning Policy clearly states that:
“The environment is a valued national asset offering a wide range of opportunities for
enjoyment, recreation and sustainable economic activity. Planning plays an important
role in protecting, enhancing and promoting access to our key environmental resources,
whilst supporting their sustainable use.”
It then sets out the policy principles relating to the environment, in terms of which it is
stated that the planning system should, amongst other things:
•

facilitate positive change while maintaining and enhancing distinctive landscape
character;

•

seek benefits for biodiversity from new development where possible; and

•

support opportunities for enjoying and learning about the natural environment.

Scottish Planning Policy also aims to maximise the benefits of green infrastructure and
considers it to be an integral element of place making, helping build stronger, healthier
communities, and encouraging investment and development.
The proposed NETCO facility will make an obvious contribution to encouraging more people
to use and experience the green network, in accordance with Scottish Planning Policy.
Having carried out a desk study of habitats and designated sites, it is recognised that a
tributary of the River Dee Special Area of Conservation runs approximately 500m to the
north of the proposed site. The area also contains evidence of some, but limited, important
species (red squirrels, pipistrelles, buzzards, kestrel and short eared owls). Safeguarding
measures would therefore be required during construction, but it is anticipated that effects
would be negligible. And indeed there are opportunities to enhance the natural
environment and biodiversity though new planting and a proactive management regime, all
of which would contribute to meeting the objectives of the Strategic Development Plan and

Scottish Planning Policy.
Sustainable mixed communities
In relation to the Strategic Development Plan’s objective to make sure that new
development meets the needs of the whole community, both now and in the future, and
makes the area a more attractive place for residents and businesses to move to, the
National Strategic Framework on the Sustainable Development of Mountain Biking in
Scotland (refreshed for 2016 – 2018) identifies gaps within the geographic distribution of
trail centres, specifically indicating that Aberdeenshire would be of the highest priority in
this regard. The provision of such a facility would therefore help make the area more
attractive and meet the needs of both residents and visitors. That is particularly so given
that it is increasingly recognised that, because access to the countryside is generally free or
low-cost, there are fewer barriers to entry for those from lower socio-economic groups,
meaning that amenities such as mountain biking trails can help to reduce health
inequalities.
Conclusion
Given the contribution that the proposed NETCO mountain biking, snow sports and
adventure centre at Durris Forest would make to achieving the Strategic Development
Plan’s vision and objectives, its identification in the Plan as a project essential for its
implementation would demonstrate the Strategic Development Planning Authority’s
commitment to taking a stronger and more flexible approach to long-term tourist
development, as proposed as the Preferred Option in the Main Issues Report (an approach
which our client fully supports and endorses for the reasons set out above).
Further information about the proposed facility is available in the Feasibility Report
submitted with this form.

NE Trail Centre
Feasibility Study
Public Copy
14th May 2018
Preface:
Thank you for taking the taking to read our Feasibility Study!
It is important to note that this public release has had some of the original content removed. We feel
that whilst it is important to remain transparent as an organisation and release as much as we possibly
can into the public domain, information relating to market research as well as the financial viability and
economic impact of the project needs to remain intellectual property of NETCO at this stage.
Furthermore, specific reference to individual stakeholders and companies referenced in the original
report, in particular the current land owners (i.e. Forest Management Plan), has been removed.
This information will however be made available to potential funders as required.
All remaining text is left unchanged.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This is the Executive Summary of a wide-ranging and independently-compiled Feasibility Study produced during
2017 for NETCO, a charitable body based in the Aberdeen area. The Study describes and evaluates the
possibilities of creating a new, high-quality mountain biking centre in Aberdeenshire.
The Study begins by describing the growing, and ever-evolving, sport of mountain biking (MTB), looking in
particular at how there is under-provision of MTB facilities in NE Scotland, and then goes on to spell out how the
creation of a MTB Centre in Aberdeenshire would be very much aligned with government policy (both regionally
and nationally) in terms of transportation, sport and recreation, tourism and public health.
In light of this, a “Vision for NETCO” is set out. It asserts that whilst NETCO’s initial Business Plan has much
merit, it is probably insufficiently ambitious either to meet the charity’s full aspirations or to be economically
sustainable. What is instead proposed is the creation of Scotland’s ‘Mountain Bike and Adventure Park’.
Such a concept would take the trails and ancillary facilities of a typical MTB trail centre and add mechanical uplift
and a selection of other complementary adventure tourism activities. All of this would appeal to a wide range of
user groups, helping provide a visitor experience which would be unique in Scotland. (Such Bike Parks do exist
elsewhere in the UK and internationally, and the Study identifies some case studies).
The Vision also states that the culture underpinning this new Park should be one of continuous improvement,
sustainability and self-help. To assure sustained success and ongoing popularity, it will be vital that the Park
remains at the forefront of progressive MTB trail development, and, in that regard, the practical input of MTB
enthusiasts to help maintain and develop the trails will be critical.
Having reached these conclusions, the most appropriate site then had to be identified. NETCO had already
undertaken exhaustive research across NE Scotland before producing a short list of three candidate sites. These
were examined in detail by the consultants and, following a scoring process evaluating a wide range of criteria,
the optimal location – by some distance – was identified as the 256-hectare westernmost portion of Durris
Forest, approximately 25km SW of Aberdeen.
The Study then goes on to consider what other activities and amenities, in addition to MTB trails, could be
provided on site. During the Study period, a previously-unforeseen opportunity emerged - namely the inclusion of
snowsports facilities on site, Because of the potential benefits which could result, this opportunity is examined in
some depth.
Detailed consideration is then given to the options for providing uplift to MTB riders and other users, as the
availability of some kind of uplift is seen as a critical success factor. The two best options are considered to be
vehicular uplift or a chairlift; each method has its own pros and cons, but it is concluded that, notwithstanding its
high capital costs, a chairlift would be the preferred solution, creating a real ‘wow factor’ which would greatly
increase footfall and income generation.
The next stage of the Study involved preparing a series of conceptual site designs, which successively refined the
concept for the Park, including indicative MTB trails, zones for different activities, uplift routes, vehicle parking and
The Hub – the proposed main building, to include many visitor facilities.
Discussions with Forestry Commission Scotland have confirmed that the Durris site is potentially available for
lease or purchase under the Community Asset Transfer Scheme. Advice from an independent expert estimates
the potential value of timber on the site, and sets out the implications for ongoing forestry management if the area
was being used intensively for recreation.
The consultants then provide extensive advice, together with conceptual building designs and estimated capital
costs, setting out the process for delivering a development of this nature. Though, for a variety of practical
reasons, it is likely that the development would be implemented in stages, the consultants also recommend that,
from the outset, NETCO plans, prepares for and widely publicises the Vision for the full-scale project. Advice on
operations, management structure and marketing is also provided, as are financial revenue projections. These
projections, which look at several potential scenarios, indicate clearly that for the best chance of financial
sustainability - generating surpluses to reinvest in maintenance and development - the new Park should provide
both chairlift and snowsports if at all possible.
The Feasibility Study concludes with an economic impact assessment which demonstrates that a MTB and
Adventure Park of the type proposed, once fully operational, would generate between £1.83 and £2.39
million annually for the local economy, creating and supporting between 35 and 45 jobs in the area.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED
CATS

Community Asset Transfer Scheme

DH

Downhill Mountain Biking – Extreme high speed technical racing against the clock
on specialist bikes that typically are not ridden uphill. DH trails include very large
man-made or natural features.

DMBinS

Developing Mountain Biking in Scotland (see Para 3.6 below)

Enduro

Enduro Mountain Biking combines high speed technical descending with efficient
pedalling. Enduro races uses a combination of timed, predominantly descending
stages, and untimed transitions between stages, often covering large distances.

Enduro Zone

An area of forest that allows groups of mountain bike enthusiasts to build trails
themselves by hand, in a safe and appropriately managed way. Using natural
features and technical terrain typically favoured by Enduro riders.

FCS

Forestry Commission Scotland

FES

Forest Enterprise Scotland – the part of Forestry Commission Scotland
which is responsible for managing forests

Flow Trails / Flow Zone

Flow Trails are typically machine built and include a high intensity of man-made
features, providing a ‘roller coaster like’ experience.

MTB

Mountain Bike / Mountain Biking

NETCO

North-East Trail Centre Organisation (see Para 1.1 below)

XC

Cross-Country. A specific mountain bike racing category, but more commonly
associated with general leisure mountain biking on undulating terrain of varying
difficulty.
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Mountain Bike Trail Grade Descriptions
Green Grade Trails
Suitable for:

Beginners in good health with basic bike skills. Most types of bike.

Trails:

Relatively flat & wide.
Green grade trails are generally flat, and typically over 1.2m wide, although there may be some
narrower sections. The surface may be loose, uneven and muddy at times, although will not
feature challenging technical trail features. Suitable for most bikes and often rideable with trailers
or by adapted bikes for disabled people. Very shallow gradients and usually at low altitude, they
are the first step into ‘off-road’ cycling for most people.

Blue Grade Trails
Suitable for:

Riders in good health with basic off-road riding skills. Basic mountain bikes.

Trails:

Some ‘single-track’ sections & small obstacles of root & rock.
Blue grade trails are typically around 1.2 metres wide and represent the first step into proper
technical Mountain Biking (as opposed to ‘off road cycling’) terrain. They are fun to ride for all
levels of rider although may be quite challenging to a beginner not used to cycling over varied
terrain. At their heart, they provide a progression into more challenging terrain and so are shaped
and featured accordingly with berms, rollers, roller doubles and some roots or rougher sections, but
on a smaller scale than the higher graded trails. All features are ‘roll-able’ which means a rider’s
wheels do not have to leave the ground, although more experienced riders will still gain a lot of
enjoyment and challenge from riding faster and being more proactive in the experience.

Red Grade Trails
Suitable for:

Proficient mountain bikers with good off-road riding skills and fitness. Good mountain bikes.

Trails:

Challenging climbs, tricky descents and technical features such as drop-offs and large rocks.
Red grade trails are typically narrower and more technical in their nature than blue grade, riders
will also tend to travel at a higher speed. Red trails should still be enjoyable to ride and challenging
to all but the most expert of mountain bikers. Features typically found include berms and rollers,
table top jumps and small drops. These features are still ‘roll-able’ but can be intimidating to the
novice rider, who will find a red trail very challenging.

Black Grade Trails
Suitable for:

Expert mountain bikers with high level of fitness. High-quality off-road mountain bikes.

Trails:

Greater challenge & difficulty. Expect large and unavoidable features.
Black Grade trails are typically narrower again and require full commitment. This may be because
of the length of trail, or the type of features encountered. On a typical black grade trail, there are no
options for riding around a feature: once on the trail, one is committed to riding it. Black grade
features can involve ‘mandatory air - meaning that a rider cannot roll over them without their
wheels leaving the ground. Drops will be higher, jumps may have a gap to clear and rock sections
will have much greater difficulty and higher consequence.
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Section 1 – Introduction And Background
1.1

The North-East Trail Centre Organisation (NETCO) is a Scottish Charitable Incorporated Organisation, set
up in 2015 and managed by a group of mountain bikers living in the Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire area.
The group's principal goal is to create a high-quality mountain biking trail centre close to Aberdeen. It is
envisaged that the new centre would encompass an extensive network of mountain bike (MTB) trails with a
range of supporting facilities. Whilst cycling would be the main focus, it is anticipated that the centre would
also act as a hub for other complementary outdoor pursuits.

1.2

In early 2016, NETCO produced a detailed Business Plan for the proposed centre. It is intended that the
Business Plan will be used to support various funding applications for the design and construction of the
project. However, NETCO recognises that it will be important to demonstrate to potential funders that the
Business Plan has been assessed independently, with all of its assumptions and conclusions rigorously
scrutinised and commented upon. For that reason, it was decided to commission a separate independent
Feasibility Study into the project.

1.3

After a competitive tendering exercise, Collective Trax Ltd was commissioned to carry out the Feasibility
Study. Collective Trax’ multi-disciplinary team brought together consultants with extensive practical
experience of MTB trail design and construction, tourism and leisure development, forestry management,
architecture, quantity surveying and landscape ecology.

1.4

In addition to examining all aspects of NETCO’s Business Plan, the consultants were charged with
examining three possible venues for the centre, which NETCO had already identified after an extensive
search. Recommendations about the viability and potential of each of these sites would be made by the
consultants, and the most favourable venue would thus be identified. At the end of this extensive process,
NETCO would be able to modify and update its Business Plan.
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Section 2 – Study Methodology
2.1

The study began with an inception meeting with the NETCO Committee. This allowed the consultants to
gain a fuller understanding of the scope of work required and NETCO’s aspirations for the project. The
proposed process and timescales were then agreed shortly after the inception meeting.

2.2

A period of desk research then followed, with a wide array of national, regional and local strategies, policies
and reports (see list in Appendix A) being identified and assessed, with a view to determining their
relevance to the project. The results of this research are summarised in Section 4 of this report.

2.3

The consultants then identified and examined potential comparator venues elsewhere in the UK and
overseas, via desk research and personal contacts. The purpose of this was to seek out innovation and
‘best practice’ ideas which could potentially be used at the NETCO venue. A selection of case studies from
this research is presented in Section 6.

2.4

The consultants made several visits to Aberdeenshire during March and April 2017 to conduct initial site
assessments of the three identified sites, and to meet the landowners in each case. The outcomes from
these visits are the detailed Site Analyses and SWOT Analyses presented in Appendix B of this report.

2.5

Further consultation work then took place, with advice on such aspects as Community Asset Transfer being
taken from Forestry Commission Scotland, tourism input supplied by Visit Aberdeenshire, and
knowledgeable forestry practitioners providing insights into the relative merits of leasing versus purchasing
productive forested land.

2.6

A desk-based environmental assessment (see Appendix D) was conducted in April 2017.

2.7

Taking into account all of the information and knowledge gained, the 'V1' Report was produced and
presented to a meeting of the NETCO Committee on 8 May 2017. Various amendments and additions were
made as a result, but the main outcome was that the Committee reached agreement on the single
preferred venue. The scoring and evaluation process followed in order to arrive at that decision is
described in Section 7 of this report.

2.8

‘V2’ and ‘V3’ reports - very much still ‘work in progress’ – were issued to the NETCO Committee in May
and June 2017 and refined in light of feedback received. It was also agreed at this stage to extend the
consultancy period by around three months, to allow for more in-depth investigation of certain emerging
opportunities.

2.9

A ‘V4’ report added considerable further content, and was also restructured, placing much of the
superseded ‘V2’ and ‘V3’ content into appendices for future reference. ‘V4’ and ‘V5’ were issued to the
NETCO committee in October 2017 and then further adjusted in light of feedback received, to create this
final report.
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Section 3 – Mountain Biking In Scotland – An Overview
Size Of The Market
3.1 Off-road cycling in all its forms is very popular within the UK, and growing all the time:
●In 2011, an estimated 11.8 million people in the UK owned a mountain bike, with 50% of them
using it regularly.

●Mountain biking is currently believed to contribute £149m per annum to the Scottish economy,
supporting 4,350 full-time equivalent jobs across the country.

●As long ago as 2009, an estimated 1.3 million MTB trips were being taken in Scotland annually,
almost half of them by visitors from outwith Scotland. Although no directly comparable statistic has
been published since 2009, the total number of MTB trips has without doubt risen sharply since
then.

●Mountain bikers spend 466,000 nights away from home in Scotland each year (annual average,
2013-15) spending an average of £355 per trip (average 3.8 nights).

●The social class distribution amongst mountain bikers is heavily skewed – 82% fall into the ABC1
social classes.
● Each year, more than 152,000 holidaymakers in Scotland incorporate a day or more of cycling into
their holiday.
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3.3

As shown in the image above, the main dedicated MTB facilities (trail centres) in Scotland are clustered
around the Borders (the well-known and highly popular 7 Stanes network, which incorporates the country’s
leading MTB centre at Glentress) and the Highlands (e.g. Fort William, Laggan and Glenlivet). Until
recently, there were very few official facilities in the Central Belt/Lowlands, but a number of recent
developments at locations such as Falkirk, the Trossachs, Fife and Cumbernauld, and an increasing
number of urban bike parks (e.g. The Skelf in Edinburgh and Cathkin Braes in Glasgow) have helped to fill
these gaps in provision.

3.4

This leaves NE Scotland as the only well-populated part of the country which lacks formal MTB facilities of
any size. There are small-scale trails at Auchenblae, Aboyne, and Tarland (which may be expanded
following a current feasibility study), an XC trail and a DH trail at Pitfichie, two jump trails at DH Farm near
Portsoy, and other small projects currently at the inception / planning stage. However, the closest mediumscale trail centre to Aberdeen is Glenlivet (64 miles and almost two hours’ driving time from Aberdeen city
centre).

3.5

The Scottish Cycling Facilities Strategy published by Scottish Cycling in 2014 highlights this regional
deficiency in MTB provision, and states that further such development in the Aberdeenshire area is a
“strategic priority”

3.6

It is evident that the development of larger-scale MTB facilities by NETCO in Aberdeenshire, creating a trail
network offering routes of considerable length and variety, would offer something unique in NE Scotland; it
would complement the smaller amenities mentioned above, helping to form a ‘cluster’ in the region, and
would fill what Developing Mountain Biking in Scotland has also identified as a major gap in provision.
(Background note - Developing Mountain Biking in Scotland is a partnership project, hosted within Scottish
Cycling, which is responsible for overseeing the delivery of the world's first national strategic framework for
mountain biking in Scotland. The original framework was launched in 2010. The framework was refreshed
and launched in 2016 and details the key actions from 2016 to 2018 which should be delivered to help
Scotland maintain its status as a world leader in mountain biking development. On a day-to-day basis, the
DMBinS project provides a strategic approach to facility development, helps co-ordinate activity, ensure
best practice is spread, delivers key projects and helps maximise the potential of mountain biking in
Scotland).

3.7

Graeme McLean, Project Manager for DMBinS, said in July 2017:
"There is no doubt that NE Scotland represents the country's final geographical gap in provision of largescale MTB amenities. Given the large number of local enthusiasts, as well as the tourism potential, it
makes eminent sense for a new trail centre to be developed in Aberdeenshire. NETCO's emerging
proposals are exciting and ambitious and would not only fill this gap in provision, but would propel the
region towards becoming one of the UK's leading MTB destinations."

3.8

DMBinS has also spearheaded a funding bid for a NE Cluster Project Co-ordinator who would support and
progress the cluster’s aims and objectives. The cluster brings together trail and facility developers
(including NETCO and others those mentioned above), public agencies (e.g. Aberdeenshire Council) and
support bodies. The outcome of this funding bid should be known by late 2017.

Types Of MTB User
3.9

As market intelligence about mountain bikers increases, so too does the sophistication of marketing to
them. It is now commonly recognised that there are five market segments:

(a)

Family / Leisure – the largest segment, comprised of a wide range of riders with basic equipment. They
are looking for safe, traffic-free, off-road cycling and will travel relatively short distances to get there.
Related facilities such as cafes, toilets, play parks etc. are of high importance. Will ride Green and Blue
graded trails (see Glossary of Terms for an explanation of the trail grading system).

(b)

MTB Enthusiast – a large segment of riders with a variety of levels of fitness and equipment. Mostly
interested in MTB for fitness, these are core trail centre visitors who enjoy the accessible and easy to
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navigate trails and will travel a large distance and occasionally stay overnight. Cafes, toilets and bike hire
are all important. Blue grade trails are the norm, with Red grade for the more successful riders.
(c)

Trail Rider – the core mountain biker, this person classes MTB as their only or main activity. They have
expensive equipment and a reasonable skill level. They are interested in Red or Black graded trails and will
travel to reach them, often staying overnight. They are equally keen on natural trails and are able to
navigate safely in remote terrain.

(d)

Competitive Rider / Racer – This person is extremely fit and enjoys competing in organised races and will
travel to do so. General riding is geared towards training for races and will comprise of a variety of riding
types, but typically members of cycling clubs.

(e)

Downhiller / Freerider – this small segment of riders is at the extreme end of the spectrum, using very
expensive and specific equipment to ride specially-built trails with features of high technical difficulty.
Interested in timed racing, Downhillers prefer an uplift method as their bikes are designed specifically for
riding downhill as fast as possible. Will travel to arrive at a good facility, often staying overnight. Freeriders
are less competitive and more likely to build their own informal trails close to home.

3.10 It is believed that the core markets for any future MTB development instigated by NETCO will be segments
(b) and (c), with segments (a), (d) and (e) also represented, though not so important in terms of volume or
revenue. Why the emphasis on (b) and (c)? Because the growing provision of high-quality MTB facilities
nationwide has led to an overall increase in skill level, particularly amongst the family market, and this in
turn has led to a demand for more progressive intermediate level trails in the Blue grade. Such trails are
designed so that anyone with basic ability can ride them safely, but they also are fun and engaging, even
for expert riders.
3.11 Whilst market segmentation such as that described above is a helpful way of categorising mountain bikers,
it is also quite simplistic. As the MTB market matures, bikers often cannot be compartmentalised quite so
neatly – they sometimes exhibit behaviours which cross over between different segments, or which indeed
are sometimes contradictory. Two examples of this would be: (a) the growing number of bikers who are
uninterested in competitive racing or highly-demanding routes but who nevertheless - having gained some
level of experience and technical ability – would like to sample a different, slightly more adventurous type of
cycling, away from the mass-market MTB trail centres; or (b) competitive racers who go for leisure rides
with friends or family.
3.12 To amplify further on this point: as mountain biking as a sport, and indeed mountain bike technology, both
evolve, so too do the expectations of the more experienced rider. Amongst such riders, there is a general
move to supplement trail centre riding, which is increasingly seen as ‘sanitised’, with more hand-dug
natural trail riding. ‘Natural’, ‘Wild Build’ or ‘Enduro’ trails are becoming more numerous and there is a
general sense of mountain biking returning to its roots, with many riders digging their own trails in the
woods as well as riding at more formal facilities.
3.13 It is becoming increasingly clear, however, that this demand for natural trails is not strategically sustainable,
due to the growing popularity of mountain biking as a sport and the un-managed nature of such trails; there
is a big difference between a few friends riding a natural trail which they have dug themselves, and several
thousand riders per annum riding one. Therefore, a challenge for the industry, and one that the NETCO
project can potentially meet, is to provide an area that satisfies the demand for both building and riding
natural trails, but in a sustainable and managed way, through the planned ‘Enduro Zones’ which we
describe in more detail later in the report.
3.14

A further user group, which forms a growing section of the mountain biking public is that of E-Bikers.
Usage of E-Bikes (Electric Bikes) on off-road routes is not, as yet, very common in the UK, although it is
one of the fastest growing sectors of the cycling industry worldwide. E-bike sales are reported to have risen
from 5% of the UK market in 2015 to 12% in 2016, and in countries such as the Netherlands, that figure
rises to almost 30%. E-Bikes appear much the same as standard mountain bikes, and cover the full range
of bike types available. Where they differ however is that they carry an inbuilt rechargeable battery
powering an electric motor, which provides assistance to the pedalling effort of the rider.

3.15 E-Bikes have traditionally been thought of as a mechanism for enabling less-fit or less-able riders to enjoy a
similar experience to other mountain bikers. However, this stereotype is rather out of date, given the
improvements in E-Bike technology which make E-Bikes both lighter and cheaper to buy. A growing
number of riders are turning to E-Bikes as a means of increasing the amount of riding they can do in a
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limited time frame. They are also using E-Bikes in new ways and challenging the ability of the bikes and
riders by attempting steeper and more technical climbs, much like motorcycle trials.
3.16 This type of use presents an interesting dilemma for mountain bike facility operators who wish to remain as
inclusive as possible. E-Bikes place greater demands on the trails, through increased use, and greater
weight. In an understandable response to this, some operators such as Bike Park Wales have started
charging a higher entry fee for E-Bike riders; however, it could equally be argued that a policy like this is to
the detriment of the less-able E-Bike rider, who is possibly likely to ride shorter distances than an average
rider, and indeed not at all without the assistance that an E-Bike provides.
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Section 4 – Policy Context
Introduction
4.1

It is very likely that some or all of the bodies to be approached for support for developing MTB facilities will
want to see evidence that the business case for such development is ‘joined up’ with public policy in terms
of transportation, sport and recreation, tourism, public health, and planning. Accordingly, a far-reaching
review of all relevant policies, plans and strategies at local, regional and national level has been conducted.
Well over 30 such documents have been consulted, with the most pertinent of them being listed below and
in Appendix A.

4.2

As will be demonstrated in the summary of findings below, the creation of an MTB centre would be very
much aligned with a wide range of local and national objectives. Such new facilities would undoubtedly
make a positive contribution to wider national and local agendas in the areas of, inter alia, health
improvement, active lifestyles, tourism and economic development.

Transportation
4.3

Aberdeenshire Council’s Walking and Cycling Plan (2009) though now somewhat dated – there is no
specific mention of mountain biking, which would surely not be the case if the document was being
compiled today – strongly advocates the need for investment in infrastructure for both functional (e.g. travel
to work) and recreational cycling. It cites the benefits of cycling in terms of public health, the environment
and the tourism economy.

Sport And Recreation
4.4

As might be expected, an MTB centre would be a very good fit with the aims and priorities of a number of
national and local sports and recreational strategies, including:

● The Scottish Government’s Strategy for Sport, ‘Reaching Higher: Building on the Success of Sport
21’ (2007)

● Cycling Action Plan for Scotland (Transport Scotland, 2017) (this document three times mentions
the need for more cycle networks in rural areas)

● The Scottish Cycling Strategy 2014-19 (Scottish Cycling)
● Strategy for an Active Aberdeen, 2016-20 (Active Aberdeen Partnership)

Tourism
4.5

TS2020 (the National Tourism Strategy, refreshed in 2016) identifies ‘Nature and Activities’ as a key asset
for Scottish tourism growth, and ‘leisure cycling’ is one of five sectors specifically highlighted. The Scottish
Tourism Alliance has established a working group dedicated to developing cycling tourism.

4.6

The Tourism Development Framework for Scotland (VisitScotland, 2013) encourages local authorities and
other stakeholders to “consider the potential for developing cycling infrastructure” and to “investigate
development opportunities along designated path networks to enhance their tourism potential”.

4.7

With the current and apparently ongoing downturn in the oil and gas industry, Aberdeen city and shire is
looking to diversify the regional economy, and tourism is viewed as a major opportunity to do so. There is
little doubt that the creation of a major MTB centre – ideally one which was of national and not just regional
importance – would be viewed positively by those responsible for revitalising local economic fortunes.
Therefore, the NETCO proposal is well timed.

4.8

The Aberdeen City and Shire Tourism Partnership Strategy 2013-20 is quite high-level and generalised,
with the overall objective being “To make Aberdeen City & Shire a sustainable destination of choice, with
skilled and passionate people, delivering value for money and memorable customer experiences, by
enhancing our region’s outstanding assets.” A high-quality mountain bike trail centre would certainly seem
to be in keeping with this objective. More specifically, the Strategy acknowledges ‘Nature, Heritage and
Activities’ as an Opportunity, and its Action Plan includes the action “Encourage the development of new
products that enable the area to grow.”
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4.9

The VisitAberdeenshire ‘Destination Narrative’ (2017) identifies Outdoor Activities as a key ‘story’ for use in
the promotion of the area, and specifically (p.22) mentions mountain biking.

Public Health
4.10 Taking part in physical activity is recognised to lead to a wide range of benefits to both individual health and
wider society. A healthier nation enjoys a higher quality of life, reduces demands on public health services,
and also creates economic benefits: a University of Exeter study published in September 2016 estimates
that ‘green exercise’ (essentially, activities taken in the free-at-the-point-of-access natural environment) is
worth £2.2 billion annually to the English economy. Though such statistics have not been collated for
Scotland, it seems likely that the benefits will be proportionately similar. It is also increasingly recognised
that because access to the countryside is generally free or low-cost, there are fewer barriers to entry for
those from lower socio-economic groups, meaning that amenities such as MTB trails can help to reduce
health inequalities.
4.11 The Scottish Government’s Active Scotland Outcomes Framework describes Scotland’s ambitions for sport
and physical activity, and measures progress being made against a range of indices. The national statistics
are disaggregated to each local authority and health board area, and some of the pertinent findings for
NETCO are as follows:
Aberdeen City – despite having slightly better access to greenspace that the Scottish average, Aberdeen
City residents have a lower-than-average frequency of active participation in sports and exercise; however,
their propensity to ever participate in sports is 4% above the national average. This suggests that the aim
for all sports providers in the area should be to encourage ‘occasionals’ to become ‘regulars’. The provision
of additional, and/or better, and/or more accessible facilities for sports would be likely to assist this process.
Aberdeenshire – in mirror image of Aberdeen City, Aberdeenshire residents have a significantly higherthan-average frequency of active participation in sports and exercise, but a significantly lower-than-average
propensity to ever participate. This suggests that in Aberdeenshire, there is more of a polarisation between
those who are keen sports enthusiasts and those who rarely if ever participate. Therefore, an aim for sports
providers in the area should be to supply infrastructure which is appealing and accessible to first-time and
occasional users.
Grampian Health Board – one statistic which might be of concern is that in all three measures of
children’s participation in sports and exercise, Grampian falls far below the Scottish average. One-third of
children (2 to 15-year-olds) in the area do not meet the recommended levels of physical activity. An
important aim for sports providers in the Grampian area should be to encourage young people to try sports
and activities for the first time, and then participate on a continuing basis. Again, the provision of appealing
and accessible infrastructure could be vital in achieving this goal.

Planning And Access
4.12 The South Aberdeenshire Local Development Strategy 2014-20 identifies tourism as a key industry and
priority sector for development. Interestingly, only four specific opportunities are listed for the inland parts of
the area, one of them being “Developing cycling and footpath networks.” Priority 4.1 of the Strategy states
“Projects/initiatives
which contribute to improving leisure and recreational opportunities, such as the
provision of facilities, activities and events which have health and wellbeing benefits, including to people in
disadvantaged groups, will be supported.”
4.13 Other than general mentions of improving the health and wellbeing of local residents, the 2016-19
Community Plans for both Garioch and Kincardine and Mearns are disappointingly short of specific actions
for improving sports and recreational opportunities. However, the Marr Community Plan 2016-19 includes
as key outcomes:
● Opportunities for positive health and wellbeing activity are supported and developed in the community
● Residents and communities in Marr are able to take advantage of their natural surroundings in a way
that supports positive, healthy lifestyles
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● Residents and communities across Marr are engaged in the use of land and natural heritage assets and
gain the benefits arising from such activity.
And amongst its actions are:
● We will work in partnership with communities, Aberdeenshire Council, Visit Aberdeenshire and the
Cairngorms Business Partnership to promote walking and cycling.
● We will work with communities to assess the significance and benefits from natural heritage and
environmental assets and support them to gain the capacity and confidence to engage in discussions
around their management.
● Communities will be supported and encouraged to engage more broadly in relation to the management
of natural heritage and environmental assets.

National Performance Outcomes
4.14 The Scottish Government has set out 16 ‘National Performance Outcomes’ which articulate its goals for
making Scotland more prosperous, more successful and a better place to live. Page 8 of Developing
Mountain Biking in Scotland’s Strategy (2016-18 Refresh) describes how mountain biking projects such as
NETCO can contribute to delivering the National Performance Outcomes.
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Section 5 – A Vision For NETCO
5.1

In this section of the report, we aim to describe what we feel would best deliver the aims that NETCO have
set out to achieve, and what it might look like in terms of its size, facilities provided, market positioning and
general ‘feel’.

5.2

It will be most important that, whatever form it might eventually take, the new Centre remains true to
NETCO’s goals (as expressed in its Business Plan), which are:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

To increase participation in mountain biking
To cater for a range of abilities, from beginners and children to experienced bikers
To provide a training venue for competitive riders
To offer a year-round sporting venue
To act as a hub for various complementary recreational and educational outdoor activities
To bring visitors to the Aberdeen area
To promote appreciation of the outdoors
To create employment

5.3

We begin our description of the proposed Centre by considering its size (i.e. area). We have noted the
NETCO Business Plan’s statement that an area in the region of 700 hectares would be required for
developing a trail centre on the scale being aspired to. We think that this is open to question. The figure of
700 hectares is based on NETCO’s comparisons with similarly-scaled facilities currently in use across
Scotland. However, these are all Forestry Commission Scotland managed sites and are from the now ‘old
school’ of trail centre development. This model, whereby trails are spread throughout a large area of
commercial forest and sometimes open land, has increasingly been replaced in recent times by a more
compact ‘bike park’ model, where facilities are concentrated into a smaller area.

5.4

As we will set out later in this report, there will also be financial considerations which would make a 700hectare site less deliverable.

5.5

It has long been established that, as a consequence of ‘freedom of access’ legislation in Scotland, it is
extremely difficult for MTB trails to generate meaningful sums of income on their own. Voluntary donation
schemes do exist in some places, but are somewhat undermined by the culture which has developed,
where MTB trails are ‘free at the point of use’. It is also well documented that MTB trails require a large
amount of annual investment to remain of high quality and deliver a positive user experience. To be
sustainable over the long term, any new facility must therefore have a robust plan in place for generating
the income required to not only maintain the trails and other infrastructure, but also continually improve and
develop them. Whilst a traditional ‘Forestry Commission Scotland trail centre’ model can bring many
benefits for a local community, it does not generate income in and of itself.

5.6

The ‘bike park’ model, which combines convenient uplift facilities with a range of trails of all grades, makes
for a different experience, more in keeping with the expectations of the modern mountain biker and
adventure tourist. While the traditional trail centre caters well for existing mountain bikers, it is a potentially
daunting proposition to new or less-experienced riders, given that they have to cycle up a hill before they
reach the perceived fun or thrilling part of coming back down. Without sufficient fitness and enthusiasm,
this can be off-putting at best.

5.7

A bike park with uplift, however, moves mountain biking into the realm of ‘pay to play’ or ‘zero skill’ activities
such as zip line trekking, or other gravity-based activities such as forest luge, or snow sports, where fitness
and previous experience are not pre-requisites to participating and enjoying oneself. By providing uplift, the
potential to attract a larger user base is greatly increased.

5.8

The experience of the operators of internationally-known bike parks such as Whistler in British Columbia
shows that the most-used trails are those that cater for beginners who are ‘adventure tourists’ in the ‘family
/ leisure’ segment rather than MTB enthusiasts. Many of these beginners go on to become MTB
enthusiasts more quickly, due to the ease with which they experienced their first thrills on a bike.

5.9

An uplift is also a very appealing facility for even the most enthusiastic mountain bikers. Uplifts provide the
potential to do repeated runs in quick succession, maximising the enjoyment of going downhill during any
visit. This also lets users develop their skills at an accelerated rate, and allows a facility to create new and
exciting features, and become more progressive in itself.
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5.10 SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE
5.11 Furthermore, a bike park as described would bring the added benefit of a major revenue stream - via
charging visitors for use of the uplift. It would also provide potential for developing other activities or
working with other activity providers, that also utilise the uplift, thereby attracting increased footfall and
generating more income. Many of these activities are complementary to mountain biking in the sense of
what is now known as adventure tourism.
5.12 In summary, it is our conclusion that to really put this project on the map nationally, creating a
facility that not only meets all of NETCO’s goals but also has the best chance of economic
sustainability, NETCO needs to be even more ambitious than its current Business Plan might
suggest.
5.13 The ambition should be to create Scotland’s “Mountain Bike and Adventure Park’ rather than
simply a MTB trail centre with some added additional facilities. The Mountain Bike and Adventure
Park concept would bring together the strong points of a typical MTB trail centre, (enjoyable and
well-marked routes, coupled with good ancillary facilities), with the potential to add a whole
selection of other complementary activities, appealing to a wide range of user groups. The
symbiotic benefits would be immediately apparent to users, to the park’s operators and to the
regional economy.
5.14 The culture underpinning this new Park should be one of continuous improvement, sustainability
and self-help. To assure sustained success and ongoing popularity, it will be vital that the Park
remains at the forefront of contemporary and progressive mountain bike trail development. The
practical input of MTB enthusiasts to help maintain and develop the trails will be critical – though
much of the finance necessary will be generated by non-MTB customers.
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Section 6 – Case Studies
6.1

NETCO’s Business Plan makes brief references to a number of other trail centres in the UK. In this section
of the report, we look briefly at a few other examples of trail centres around the UK and New Zealand,
drawn from our personal knowledge of and insights into these locations. The intention is to illustrate, inform
and inspire by showing what is currently being achieved at cutting-edge developments elsewhere, some or
all of whose ideas could be transferrable to NE Scotland. Please refer also to Appendix B, which compares
the elevation profiles of several of these case studies.

Bike Park Wales
6.2

Bike Park Wales, close to Merthyr Tdyfil in South Wales, is arguably the most highly-regarded MTB centre
in the UK and certainly comes closest to fulfilling NETCO’s vision, in that it was created, and continues to
be operated, by a group of MTB enthusiasts (albeit with considerable public sector investment). It operates
year-round and has a permanent team of trail maintenance staff.
It is purely an MTB park, with no additional outdoor activities provided. The operating model is based on an
Alpine ski centre i.e. most users purchase a day pass (£32.50-£38) which provides uplift via minibus to a
single high point, from where access is taken to a wide range of MTB trails. It is also possible to purchase a
day pass (£7) for access to the trails without the uplift element and then – subject to availability – pay £5
per uplift ride. Bikes of different specifications and protective equipment are available to hire (£60-£80 per
day).
The principal difference to the NETCO situation is of course that Bike Park Wales has the ability to charge
a fee to all riders. This provides a constant and reliable income stream which supports all of the services
provided on site.
http://www.bikeparkwales.com/

Revolution Bike Park
6.3

Revolution Bike Park is in North Wales and is in some ways a ‘mini version’ of Bike Park Wales. It is
entirely privately run, on private land, and is currently aimed solely at intermediate/advanced riders, with
only red, black and ‘pro level’ tracks available.
The business model is straightforward. All riders must purchase a day pass including uplift by Landrover
with bike trailer (£33), which gives access to the trails – as at Bike Park Wales, all trails begin from a single
high point. Bike and protective equipment hire is available.
Revolution is open all year, but only on Friday-Sunday and public holidays. It is very much no-frills in terms
of ancillary facilities such as catering and toilets, but knows its market, is constantly developing new trails,
and is thought of very highly by MTB enthusiasts.
https://www.revolutionbikepark.co.uk

Whinlatter Forest
6.4

Whinlatter Forest in Cumbria is the most diversified of the Forest Parks owned and managed by Forestry
Commission England (FCE). Here, the MTB trails (blue and red) are only one feature of a family-oriented,
all year amenity which also includes walking trails, orienteering trails, adventure play, a ‘Go Ape’ tree-top
adventure course, Segways etc. Whinlatter demonstrates how it is possible to integrate mountain biking
(admittedly on a fairly small scale) into a multi-faceted activity offer.
FCE’s business model at this site is unashamedly commercial. Facilities such as the bike hire, Go Ape, and
cafe are all franchised/sublet to private operators, whilst FCE also earns revenue from car parking charges
(up to £8 per day) which help pay for the running costs of toilets, trail maintenance etc.
The location of this forest (close to Keswick, the second-busiest destination within the heavily-visited Lake
District National Park) allows FCE and its commercial operators some latitude to set prices which might not
be acceptable at less popular locations.
https://www.forestry.gov.uk/whinlatter
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Zip World Fforest
6.5

This is one of three ‘Zip Worlds’ in North Wales. It is not in any way a MTB facility, but is included here
because of its innovative ideas for using a forest to provide adventure experiences – including the UK’s first
forest coaster, a parachute simulator, treetop zip lines, etc.
Zip World Fforest is by no means a cheap day out, but it has been successful, and is highly regarded both
within the tourism industry and by its customers because of its imagination, high safety standards and
general user-friendliness. If NETCO wishes to broaden its reach to non-mountain bikers, and become a
diversified ‘adventure park’, then it could learn a lot from this business.
https://www.zipworld.co.uk/location/detail/fforest

Bike Park Cornwall/Woody’s Bike Park
6.6

Cornwall is attempting to position itself as England’s leading MTB destination. Bike Park Cornwall, near
Bodmin, is an embryonic project which aims to emulate Bike Park Wales (see above). It is currently at the
feasibility study stage – see https://www.bikeparkcornwall.com/.
Meanwhile, Woody’s Bike Park, close to St Austell, (https://www.instagram.com/woodysbikepark/) opened
during summer 2017 – it offers a large selection of trails aimed at MTB enthusiasts, and includes some
extremely large jump features in the most challenging trails.
These new facilities will complement the existing Cornish trail centres, creating a real regional ‘cluster’ of
the type we are advocating for NE Scotland. They illustrate how other parts of the UK are moving forward
in developing privately-run MTB facilities rather than relying on the ‘traditional’ model of Forestry
Commission-operated venues.

Dyfi Bike Park
6.7

Wales’ latest bike park is due to open in Spring 2018 and has the world-famous (in the mountain bike
world), Atherton family behind it. Based on the edge of Snowdonia National Park, in North West Wales,
details are currently sketchy, but various posts on social media and other online sources show a very wellestablished build with multiple trails.
These are progressive in nature and are in the modern style of machine built jump and flow trails,
combined with natural hand dug trails. Notably, some very large jumps have been created, which further
reinforces the progression in both rider ability and modern mountain bikes – while they are large in nature,
they have been designed to be rideable by suitably skilled ‘Trail Riders’ and above, and are not exclusively
for professional athletes.
Evidence of the build so far is found on the Atherton’s video series: http://www.mbr.co.uk/videos/news/newdyfi-bike-park-60ft-jumps, and by searching for #dyfibikepark on social media platforms such as Instagram.
When it does open to the public, it will certainly help to cement Wales’ position as being ahead of the rest
of the UK in terms of modern bike park developments.

Christchurch Adventure Park, New Zealand
6.8

This is included as a really aspirational case study for NETCO. New Zealand has cleverly positioned itself
in the market as the world’s leading adventure tourism destination, but most activities take place in the
southern part of South Island (most famously around Queenstown). Christchurch, about 300 miles from
Queenstown, has seen the potential and has recently opened its Adventure Park.
This Park, though on a larger scale than would be deliverable by NETCO, includes all of the components
which we are advocating: a network of high quality MTB trails of differing grades, a chair lift; used by
walkers as well as bikers, and other adventure experiences such as zip wires.
One aspect which we think is of special interest is the way in which this development has been financed: it
was a partnership between the New Zealand Government, Christchurch City Council and private investors
from both New Zealand and overseas. The business is run by the Canadian-based Select Evolution, a
company which develops and operates adventure centres worldwide.
A final point – this is now the southern hemisphere’s largest MTB facility, with New Zealand’s longest
chairlift,
yet
it
has
been
created
in
an
area
of
just
364
hectares.
See
https://www.christchurchadventurepark.com/
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Section 7 – Identifying The Preferred Site
7.1

What became apparent during the course of our research into the three shortlisted candidate sites was that
all of them would be viable ‘on paper’ for building MTB facilities and associated supporting infrastructure.
The initial work carried out by NETCO in filtering out the 30+ other sites identified was clearly effective, and
has been verified by Collective Trax as having been a robust and well-delivered process which took all of
the critical considerations into account.

7.2

The choice between Pitfichie, Hill of Fare / Midmar and Durris is therefore not one which is clear-cut: as the
detailed site analyses in Appendix B demonstrate, each of the three sites has its own advantages and
disadvantages. Given our conclusion that trail networks of equally high quality could be created at all three
locations, it is our opinion that the deciding factors will be not so much the physical nature of the sites
(topography, drainage etc), but, rather, their qualities which are less immediately tangible – such as ease of
access to visitors, likelihood of gaining planning consent, and likely purchase/lease price

7.3

In short, the decision must be largely driven by pragmatic considerations - namely, which of the three sites
is most deliverable, and which is most likely to be financially sustainable.

Scoring Of The Sites
7.4

Each of the criteria listed in Para B.2 of Appendix B (other than ‘Miscellaneous Considerations’) has been
given an importance factor from 0 – 100 as shown in the table below. These values indicate how critical
each factor is considered to be to the success of the project. It is important to note the rationale for the
values given to each. For example, Gradient and Elevation were critically important factors in NETCO’s
original filtering of their identified sites down to the three that we have been tasked with investigating.
However, now that this process has been carried out, each of the three sites have been identified as having
broadly suitable elevation and gradient and it is the nuances of each that we have looked at more closely.
Therefore, this criterion has been given a lower importance factor than might be expected.
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Criteria Importance Rating
Gradient and Elevation
Ground Conditions
Ease of Construction
Hub Location
Access for Visitors
Visual Impact
Exposure
Forest Design Plan
Viewpoints
Operational/Management
Considerations
Concept Visualisation
Environmental Survey
Total

Rationale for Importance Rating Value
4
8
9

On paper, all deliver. Designing around nuances of gradient is more important

Will influence cost of build and ongoing maintenance, but proportionately, a sm

Having to build forest roads or use helicopters will increase cost of constructio
A prominent hub will help to raise awareness of the facility and attract passing
the facility in use.

7
15 Critical to the business case for the project
13
7
4
1

A bike park is a more visually impactful facility than a trail centre, so the effect
consideration

Important in the consideration of mechanical uplift operation, and rider experi
The value of a relatively small amount of commercial timber is limited so is unl

All three sites have excellent outlooks from the summits and high points, there

7 Avoiding conflicts with existing users identifying the level of potential resistanc
13 Being suitable for 'hosting' the facility and delivering NETCO's aims is critical
12 Presence of protected wildlife or fauna as well as other designations could play
100
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7.5

Based on this scoring, we concluded that Durris Forest is clearly ahead of the other two sites and so should
be taken forward as the preferred venue. Our site visits and consultations led us to believe that
development of the western side of the forest would be - by some distance - the ‘easiest’ of the sites to
deliver, both logistically and in planning terms. Though Durris is perhaps not the most dramatic in terms of
gradients and total descent available, it certainly provides a suitable site to host a range of challenging and
enjoyable trails; and finally, it is the best located of the sites for attracting non-local visitors (i.e. from outwith
Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire.) As we will go on to explain later, we believe it is that last quality (the ability
to attract non-locals) which could be the critical success factor that elevates Durris above its peers.

7.6

The NETCO Committee agreed in June 2017 that Durris Forest should be the preferred site. The
remaining sections of this report were produced, and should be read, with that preferred outcome in mind.

7.7

NETCO also asked for our recommendation as to which location would be the better ‘second choice’. The
Hill of Fare - Dunecht site scores marginally better than Pitfichie, but as noted in Appendix B, Dunecht
Estate does not appear to be keen to take any discussion further. There is little to choose between Midmar
and Pitfichie in terms of the scoring, but the (non-scored) benefits of the current popularity of Pitfichie,
together with its reputation as an existing MTB location, mean that Pitfichie is our second choice behind
Durris.
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Section 8 – Complementary Facilities And Other Income Streams
8.1

The vision that we have described in this report is one of a national-scale ‘Mountain Bike and Adventure
Park’ with mountain biking at its core, but one which also incorporates several other complementary
activities. In its Business Plan, NETCO makes reference to some of the potential opportunities that exist,
and in this section we examine these in more depth and also make suggestions for other opportunities that
might benefit the project, either in terms of creating a more inclusive facility, or as a means of attracting
additional visitors.

8.2

Examples of this type of complementary activity are explored further below, and may involve sub-letting
space or premises to other specialist businesses who might be able to complement NETCO’s overall aims.
This list is not exhaustive however, and it may be decided that some of these activities are better to keep
‘in house’ for reasons of practicality. Following discussion with the NETCO committee, we have purposely
omitted motorised activities. We have also omitted other activities that are currently available within South
Aberdeenshire such as Paintball, Country Sports, etc).

Business / Activity

Description

Café / Restaurant / Bar

The true ‘hub’ of a facility like this. Quality must be high, but so must
value - to satisfy hungry bikers! A bar and decking overlooking the
trails as well as the view to the north and west would be a great
addition and give a ‘North American Resort’ feel to the centre.

Bike Shop / Hire

The shop and hire business at a centre such as this has the potential
to be quite a profitable business and should attract interest from
larger manufacturers/distributors in the cycling industry. Should
include a range of bikes and equipment for all ages and abilities, as
well as riding types.

Bike Wash

This could be operated by the bike shop, or in-house by NETCO.
Support from major bike cleaning brands should be investigated as a
further opportunity for leveraging the facility.
It will be important that the design of the bike wash captures any lube
or grease and prevents it running off into the local environment.
Locating the bike wash will require some consideration. It must be
convenient for riders returning to their vehicles primarily, but will also
require a good water supply with sufficient pressure, and space to
allow potentially several bikes to be washed simultaneously.

Vehicular Uplift

If a vehicular uplift is utilised, this could potentially be run by an
external provider, or in-house by NETCO.

Visitor Accommodation

NETCO has identified that some form of ‘glamping’ would be
appropriate for a facility such as this. Zoning some of the site for such
a purpose would allow for sub-letting to a company that could run a
glamping site or similar.
A suggested location for the glamping zone is suggested in the
Concept Designs included later in this report.

Mountain Bike
Leadership
/
Development

Coaching /
Performance

Encouraging coaching businesses to invest in the facility is advised
and would both allow NETCO a level of control over the number and
quality of operators, and also help engender a culture of riders paying
for the facilities that they use.
In addition to traditional skills coaching, higher-level tutoring to
develop new coaches and leaders could also be hosted, as could
camps and performance coaching for athletes on Scottish Cycling’s
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development pathways or similar schemes.
Woodland Skills Courses

NETCO has expressed an aspiration to include potential for outdoor
learning at the facility, to encourage engagement with woodland and
the outdoors. This can start at pre-school with programmes such as
Forest Schools, and continue through all ages with bush craft and
ecology lessons.
These courses could be delivered by third party providers, who would
hire the facilities from NETCO. Outdoor learning areas can be
located in the forest but should be easily accessible from the car park
and hub.

Frisbee Golf

Popular in north America and some antipodean resorts, Frisbee Golf
involves participants playing a number of holes, in which the aim is to
throw a Frisbee over long distances into a net.
Cheap to install and requiring minimal supervision, participants either
hire or purchase Frisbees and a score card from an onsite shop, and
then play a round in groups, competing against each other.
The course does not have to be on level ground, and - similar to
traditional golf - interesting topography makes the game more
challenging and interesting to the participant. Care must be taken
with locating the course to ensure that frisbees do not cause a
hazard to other facility users.

Zip Line / High Ropes

High ropes or ‘Canopy Tour’ courses can be installed at a number of
levels, suitable for both young children and adults. They may include
zip lines, although ‘zip lining’ itself is an example of a zero-skill
adventure activity that generally requires an uplift mechanism.
These types of activities require specialist organisations with
appropriate skills and knowledge to install and run, which NETCO
could host. (ref. Zipworld, in the case studies section). However, the
courses themselves can be incorporated into a section of forest that
also hosts bike trails, paths and other facilities. The ‘Go-Ape’ centre
at Glentress is a good example of this.
The proximity of ‘Go Ape’ at Crathes Castle should be borne in mind
when considering this type of amenity at Durris.

Toboggan / Luge

A toboggan run or luge is a popular activity in alpine resorts and the
first UK installation has recently opened in Wales. Though ski resorts
generally operate them in summer only, they can function yearround.
The toboggans generally run on fixed rails similar to a roller coaster,
and the rider controls speed with a hand operated brake. They can
be operated in a ‘closed loop’ where the rider is hoisted uphill on the
rails via a funicular system, before descending downhill by gravity.
Alternatively, the toboggans can be transported uphill by vehicle or
chairlift, along with the rider, who then sets off from the top to
descend by gravity.
Toboggan tracks require specialist installation, but could be operated
by NETCO with appropriately trained personnel. They can be
intertwined with mountain bike tracks, though doing so would
undoubtedly add to the cost of installation.
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Tubing

Tubing is another gravity-based activity, popular at snow sports
centres on both real snow and dry slopes. Riders are transported
uphill and slide back down on a tubing slope, which features bumps
and banked corners. The tubes themselves are akin to a large inner
tube and have a protective plastic base added.
Similar to the mountain karts and toboggans, tubing activity could be
operated by NETCO personnel once the installation was complete, or
leased to a third party operator.
Like the toboggan or luge, a tubing slope could potentially be
incorporated into the same forest area as MTB trails with clever
design, although this again will likely add to the cost of installation.

Mountain Karts

Mountain karts are another activity that is popular in alpine resorts
during the summer. These three-wheeled karts are fitted with large
off-road tyres, and have a simple handle bar and brake levers similar
to a bicycle.
They are designed to provide a fun, gravity powered descent on
wider trails and would work alongside beginner mountain bikers of
the proposed green flow trail.
Karts and riders are transported to the top of the hill by either
vehicular uplift (with a special trailer), or by mechanical chairlift where
the karts hang below each chair on specially designed hooks that
allow for automatic loading and unloading. Mountain karts could also
be operated by NETCO personnel, and would use an existing facility
in the green flow trail, and uplift mechanism – so would require little
further investment other than the karts, safety equipment and
adaptations for uplifting them, plus a way of storing them securely.

Airbag Jump

Jumping from height from a tower into a large airbag is an activity
that proves popular at adventure centres across the world. Relatively
cheap to install, and taking up little space, it could provide an
attractive opportunity for the centre.
It is suggested that this type of attraction would be best located within
site of the main hub to maximise the ‘passing trade’ appeal.
An airbag itself is portable, meaning that it could also be used for
special events, or in other areas of the centre, creating a safe and
soft landing for all sorts of activities.

Sightseeing

As identified elsewhere in this report, sightseers are less likely to
enjoy being transported up hill in a minibus used by mountain bikers.
Therefore, the biggest opportunity for this market will be in a chairlift.
The view from the summit of Cairn-mon-earn is extensive and could
be a popular tourist attraction in its own right. Visitors could then
choose either to walk back down or return on the chairlift.
A summertime coffee and ice cream outlet on the summit may also
be a popular outlet for such visitors – this could be leased or run inhouse.
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Snow Sports

There is an opportunity to incorporate snowsports into the NETCO
project. This is potentially a very beneficial inclusion, and as such is
investigated in more depth in the following section of this report.

Segway Tours

Segways are motorised (electrically) two-wheel vehicles on which the
rider’s body movements are transferred into movement by gyroscopic
technology.
Popular at many tourist attractions, Segway tours are usually done
on relatively level terrain, and as such the green XC loop could be
suitable for this, or a specific area or track.

Indoor / Outdoor Play Zone

Innovative and interesting types of indoor and outdoor play would be
a low cost but potentially high value addition. Typically, indoor play
areas are paid for on entry, whereas outdoor facilities are free to use.
In either case, happy children equates to happy parents, who are
more likely to visit more often, and spend money when they do so –
so catering for children is vital to a development such as this.
Any outdoor play zone should be sited close to the café, to allow
parents to supervise children whilst enjoying a meal or coffee.

8.3 Further to these sub-letting possibilities, there are numerous complementary facilities that could be included
within the centre and which - as NETCO has identified in its Business Plan - will help to attract a broader
visitor demographic. Although these are not necessarily direct revenue generators and should be considered
as added-value additions, they will appeal to first time visitors and encourage repeat visits if done well. They
will help to drive visitors and revenue to the other businesses / activities on site.
A non-exhaustive list exploring these is included below.
Facility
Multi-use paths

Description
A multi-use path network should be incorporated into the development in
order to encourage non-biking visitors such as recreational walkers, dog
walkers and runners.
These paths should also access viewpoints where possible, but care must
be taken to avoid conflict with bikers on fast moving trails. They should
also include interpretation and information on the natural environment
where relevant to engage visitors.
Orienteering posts could be added at various locations across the site to
provide another facility, which could prove popular with schools’ outdoor
education programmes.
Responsible geocaching could also be encouraged; growing in popularity,
this sport’s participants often travel long distances to search out new
geocaches.

Play Park

As mentioned above, a high quality outdoor adventure playpark that is
within sight of the café should be considered as an important addition at
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the earliest opportunity.
Themed Children’s Activity

Star Gazing / Dark Skies

Office / Retail Space

NETCO’s Business Plan uses the example of the Julia Donaldson
Gruffalo Trail at Whinlatter, as a themed activity to engage younger
visitors. This is as good idea: treasure hunts, nature trails, carved animals
etc could all be considered.
The site at Durris is particularly rural and experiences low levels of light
pollution, particularly between the two hills. This provides an opportunity
for star gazing activity and would extend the visitor attraction into the
evenings and winter months.
This could include a gym and performance development facility, as well
as other related health-and-fitness-related businesses such as
physiotherapists, chiropractors, etc. Outdoor apparel retail could also
complement a bike shop, while relevant organisations may choose to use
office space.
These units could be leased out to occupying businesses by NETCO, and
work in partnership whereby each individual offering will help to drive
visitors to the others.
Good examples of this type of operation are Edinburgh International
Climbing Academy, and the Chris Hoy Velodrome in Glasgow, both of
which host various complementary businesses, facilities and
organisations.

Events / Conference Hosting

Depending on the scale of the development, facilities for hosting
modestly-sized conferences or events such as industry-specific shows or
product launches may also be worth considering. This space could
include a cinema screen, stage, and flexible seating options. It could also
double up as an education/indoor classroom space.
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Nature Walks

Nature Trail / Guided walks

Gruffalo Trail type
Woodland Skills
Frisbee Golf
Star gazing / dark skies
Santa’s Grotto
Easter Egg Trail
Trail Running

9.6

With plentiful space provided by a forest setting, and sufficient investment in facilities, a new snowsports
centre could attract visitors from across the country, by providing an alternative to the inconsistent Scottish
snow record at the five mountain resorts during the winter months, as well as expanding on the year-round
participation in snow sports that is currently experienced at Garthdee. There is an obvious crossover
potential for visitors too, in that mountain bikers may also try snow sports, and vice versa, while both will
drive visitors to other adventure activities and facilities such as cafes and retail units on site.

9.7

A larger snowsports facility could also be very appealing to international visitors through developing
facilities suitable for high performance training, such as Nordic ski facilities and reduced risk airbag jumps
(see following paragraph). Adding performance facilities such as these, to those already identified for the
project will also increase the appeal of the project to agencies like sportscotland and Snowsports Scotland.

9.8

Brief descriptions of each of the core snowsports specific facilities that would be considered highly
desirable for a modern snowsports centre are listed below:
Beginners slopes for ski / snowboard tuition. Low level and with a very modest gradient, this slope would
be serviced by a ‘travellator’ style lift and would include level sections at the top and bottom.
Intermediate and advanced slopes for ski/snowboard tuition. These slopes would be progressively
steeper and feature changes in gradient along their length to provide interest. These slopes - to be
accessed by a surface ski tow - could also host short races with the addition of race gates.
Freestyle slope - varied in gradient and feature jumps, rails, and other features for practicing freestyle
skills. This would also be accessed by a ski tow, potentially with multiple get-off points at different heights.
This could utilise the same ski tow as the advanced slope and be placed parallel to it for maximum space
efficiency.
Progressive reduced-risk jumps - these utilise an airbag built into the landing slope to provide a realistic
experience but with greatly reduced risk, allowing users to learn or practice jumping skills prior to trying
them on the full slope or elsewhere. Differing heights of jump, accessed via a travelator or ski tow, could all
utilise the same landing, to enable progression from beginner to expert. There are only three such facilities
in the world, but there is the potential to create a ‘world first’ has been identified, by creating a jump with
reduced risk landing, adjacent to another jump with the same dimensions and a normal dry slope landing.
This would allow skiers to practice until they are landing consistently on the airbag, and then go straight to
a proper jump and transfer over their skills. These pairs of jumps would be graded in size according to the
specifications required for national / international competition, so the top athletes could practice properly.
Biathlon shooting area and Nordic ski trails - these would help to support and develop the sport of
Nordic skiing in Scotland. Nordic ski trails would be similar to woodland paths, but surfaced with dry ski
slope matting, or with asphalt to allow roller ski use.
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9.9

Other additional attractions that could be considered are educational or training zones for ski touring (which
is experiencing a huge surge in popularity), and other related facilities such as avalanche rescue training
areas.

9.10 The core snowsports facilities above (excluding Biathlon shooting area and Nordic ski trails) would be
incorporated into the site within a carefully designed snowsports zone, as indicated in the Durris Forest –
Final Concept map. Whilst instinct might suggest that snowsports participants would share the use of a
chairlift (should one be installed), during our investigations it has been shown that this would not be the
case. Instead, individual snowsports slopes as described above, would run parallel to each other within the
snowsports zone, and be serviced by shared uplifts as appropriate to their user group. Typically, these may
be drag lifts, or ‘travellator’ style lifts for beginners.
9.11 While activities traditionally considered as ‘summer’ and ‘winter’ sports can and do share a chairlift in many
Alpine resorts worldwide, in practice these uplifts are re-configured for each season as appropriate for the
intended users. At this facility in Scotland where seasonality is less marked, integrating all users together
onto the lift would present various challenges which, though not insurmountable, may be quite difficult to
address.
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Section 10 – Uplift Options Comparison
10.1 Having identified that a facility with some form of uplift will best deliver on NETCO’s aims, some
consideration needs to be given to what type of uplift should be utilised. We have identified the main types
of uplift available, and listed the pros and cons of each, below.
●

Minibus and Trailer Fleet. This would use an existing or purpose-built forest track, with turning
points at each end, and either a one-way system, or passing places incorporated to allow multiple
vehicles to be used. In order to use standard minibuses and provide a pleasant user experience,
the forest tracks used must be maintained to a high standard. Specialist trailers are towed behind
each bus to allow uplift of equipment such as bikes.

●

Chairlift or Gondola. As used in ski resorts worldwide, these are suspended from cables that run
over a series of pylons. Each can typically transport between 2 and 8 people on any single chair or
gondola, giving a high and continuous uplift capacity. Gondolas however must ‘decouple’ from the
cable at the top and bottom stations to allow safe entry and exit. This necessitates construction of
vastly more expensive buildings housing the mechanical systems for decoupling, and as such we
have discounted gondolas from our considerations and will concentrate on ‘fixed grip’ type
chairlifts.

●

Ski Tow. Also used in ski resorts, these ‘drag’ individual or pairs of users over the ground, via a
cable suspended from pylons just a few metres above the ground. An innovative Scottish system
called Pro Tow has been developed to allow these to be adapted for use with mountain bikes,
although a certain existing skill level is required.

● Funicular Railway. This system uses train carriages that run on a fixed track, allowing ascent of
steeper gradients than a traditional train. They range from large carriages, such as those used at
Cairngorm Mountain, to smaller open carriages that can each carry only a few users. For the
purposes of this project we have discounted a large-scale funicular railway due to the high
purchase, installation and operating costs, but have considered a smaller open carriage system.
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10.2

The tables below set out the pros and cons of each type of uplift:
UPLIFT TYPE
Minibus and
Trailer Fleet

PROS

➢ Cheap to set up if the uplift track is in existence
➢ Expandable – one or two minibuses can be used initially, with
vehicles added as demand grows
➢ Not limited by weather apart from snow / ice on the uplift track
➢ Provides shelter from the elements during ascent
➢ Can also be used for descending
➢ Potential for electric vehicles reduces environmental impact,
although would cost more initially
➢ Can include stops for disembarking at any point on the uplift route

➢ Does not affect the site at ground level other than uplift track
which can be routed around the boundary, therefore limiting
constraints on trail routing

C

➢ Building and mai
expensive

➢ Low uplift capacit
provide a continuo

➢ High staff require
by GB domestic d

➢ Expensive to run
dependant on num

➢ Diesel vehicles are

➢ A less desirable
minibuses used b
smelly and wet/m
up, leading to a ra

➢ Limited use for di
as skiing

➢ Activities such a
different trailer sys

➢ Uplift trailers hav
although new type

➢ Short life expecta
– need regular rep

UPLIFT TYPE
Cabled
Chairlift

PROS

➢ High uplift capacity, efficient means of getting a large number of
people up an ascent

C

➢ Expensive to purc

➢ Suitable for multiple user groups: MTBers, sightseers, skiers and

➢ Larger visual im
meaning planning

snowboarders, on foot activities, mountain karts and luges,
adapted bikes etc.

➢ Unsafe to operate

➢ Can also be used for descending
➢ Easily adaptable to transport equipment for different user groups.
➢ A pleasant experience for users
➢ Environmentally friendly and low cost operation (electric motor
and a fixed daily cost independent of the number of users)

➢ Low staff numbers required to operate

➢ Cold to sit on in
covers are availab
➢ Requires correct
site of drive statio

➢ Including a ‘mid st
(which would be u
described), or two
the cost.

➢ Reduces motorised vehicle numbers within the park
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➢ Not limited by winter weather, only extreme high wind
➢ Would provide a ‘headline’ newsworthy development as the first of
its kind in the UK

➢ Does not affect the site at ground level other than pylons, limiting
constraint on trail routing

➢ Life expectancy of 25years+ if maintained properly with minimal
additional costs in this time.

UPLIFT TYPE
Surface
Tow

Ski

PROS

➢ Moderate uplift capacity, but allows constant movement of people
➢ Relatively inexpensive to buy, install and run
➢ Environmentally friendly operation – electric motor
➢ Low staff numbers required to operate
➢ Reduces motorised vehicle numbers within the park

C

➢ Difficult for novice

inclusive aims of t

➢ Only suitable for

and difficult to ada

➢ Can’t be used on

for including other

➢ Not limited by winter weather

➢ Can’t be used for

➢ Would provide a ‘headline’ newsworthy development as the first of

➢ Cold to use on in p

its kind in the UK, but less exciting than a chairlift

➢ Limited visual impact so potentially easier to gain planning
consent than a chairlift

➢ Requires correct
site of drive statio

➢ Constrains trail ro

➢ Corners and midway disembarkation are possible
Funicular
Railway

➢ Suitable for multiple user groups on foot

➢ Expensive to insta

➢ Can also be used for descending

➢ Smaller scale v

➢ A pleasant experience for users
➢ Environmentally friendly operation – Electric motor
➢ Cheap to run
➢ Low staff numbers required to operate
➢ Reduces motorised vehicle numbers within the park
➢ Not limited by bad weather, only by ice on the rails
➢ Would provide a ‘headline’ newsworthy development regionally

continuous uplift c

➢ Use with equipme
of each carriage

➢ Cold to use on

expensive system
weather

➢ Requires correct
site of drive statio

➢ Constrains trail ro

sections are incorp

➢ Can include corners in the uplift and midway disembarkation
stations at extra cost
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10.3 From this comparison above, we identified that a surface ski tow type uplift will not be suitable for this
project at the outset. However, the Pro Tow MTB system provides an interesting opportunity that NETCO
may wish to investigate further at a later date, if facility expansion is being considered, particularly for more
experienced mountain bikers.
10.4 We reached the pragmatic conclusion that - though it is far from being an ideal solution - the wellestablished model of vehicular uplift presents the easiest opportunity for NETCO in terms of deliverability of
a bike park. However, we were also firmly of the opinion that the benefits of a mechanical uplift should be
seriously considered and investigated further. Both chairlifts and funicular systems have additional
benefits, and both might also enable the centre to attract a much larger number of visitors by facilitating
complementary activities such as would be expected in a ‘Bike and Adventure Park’.
10.5 Following discussion with the NETCO committee in mid-June 2017, it was agreed to extend the scope of
this project to allow more thorough investigation into mechanical uplift possibilities. Our initial investigation
into these options included discussions with a German supplier of funicular rail systems, who advised that
they “cannot recommend our product for the intended purpose [of transporting mountain bikes]”, and that
they “now have the experience that it is not practical to carry bikes with this particular design”.
10.6 In light of this, funicular-type uplifts were discounted from our investigations, meaning that the options for
uplift facilities would be either vehicular (minibus) or mechanical (chairlift) type. In the following
paragraphs, we compare in more detail these two options. Each type places its own constraints on the
layout and use of the infrastructure on the ground, and additional, more advanced facility concept designs
are included with descriptions of each.

Minibus Uplift
Vehicle Purchasing Options
10.7 There are numerous types of Minibus available, and various methods for purchasing, hiring or leasing. For
simplicity and consistency of calculations, we have considered 15-seater minibuses and finance
agreements on the basis of a 4-year deal. Our research shows that a shorter-term lease finance package
like this is more likely to be offered than a longer-term agreement, and that unless NETCO decides that it
would prefer to ultimately own the vehicles, a lease would be preferable to a hire purchase finance scheme.
The probability of minibuses requiring replacement regularly to keep them in good condition, also leads us
to recommend shorter-term leasing as the best route forward. We have not considered second-hand
purchases, for the same reasons.
10.8 Quotes received from one supplier are summarised below (see Appendix G for full details) Prices quoted
are per minibus:
Initial Deposit

£4,047.75 + VAT

48 Monthly Payments @

£ 269.85 + VAT

Balloon (final payment) £7,537.50 + VAT. This is based on 10,000 miles per annum and would need to be
revisited with a reviewed final annual usage figure.
This type of agreement assumes that NETCO would not pay the final payment in order to own the vehicle.
Rather, the vehicle would be part-exchanged in return for a new one, with the equity used to cover the
deposit of the new one. Thus in theory, following the first deposit payment, there should be a consistent
monthly payment and no more.
10.9 These figures could all be adjusted for a different payment schedule, or for lower monthly payments or
deposit, as preferred.

Running Costs
10.10 Our investigations have shown that minibuses used for uplift can require between £500 - £1000 spent on
maintenance annually, based on around 50 uplift days per year, so this figure could rise dramatically with
full time usage. A single day of uplift at a well-known Scottish DH track uses just less than ½ tank of fuel, or
around £30 at current rates.
10.11 Typically, users will load and unload their own bikes on and off the trailer, with the exception of younger, or
less strong or able riders. This means that the driver is the only member of staff required to operate the
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uplift as they can help those that need it. However, commercial operations require drivers to operate with a
Tachograph, meaning they need to stop for regular breaks, which may limit operation in the case of a
singular driver.
10.12 Our calculations below show some example uplift times for a single minibus and trailer.

● The uplift from the Inchloan car park to the hub should take approximately 2.5 minutes of driving time.
● From the hub to Cairn-mon-earn would take approximately 10 minutes using the existing forest track.
Therefore, it would be reasonable to assume that a return journey would take approximately 30 minutes
via this route, including 5 minutes for loading and unloading. Put another way, this would mean 2 uplifts
per hour per minibus.

● However, creating the shorter uplift route as suggested would reduce the upper section to under 6
minutes each way, or under 22 minutes return to Inchloan including loading and unloading.
comparison, this would achieve nearly 3 uplifts per hour per minibus.

For

● These estimations show that if using the existing Forestry Commission Scotland track, at least two
minibuses will be required to service even a small number of uplift users to prevent excessive waiting
times for a bus to arrive. Two minibuses would give a target uplift capacity of 56 people per hour. (2
buses x 2 uplifts per hour, each carrying 14 passengers).

● Using the proposed shorter uplift route would mean a target uplift capacity of 42 people per hour would be
possible with half the running cost: One minibus carrying 14 passengers should achieve nearly 3 uplifts
per hour, with a more acceptable waiting time for riders.
10.13 Loading at Inchloan would require extra time due to the requirement to more securely fix bikes to the trailer,
as required on public roads. Therefore, more generous times have been given for loading/unloading than
would be applicable to a solely private road environment. However, being equipped for driving on public
roads, with road legal trailers etc would facilitate outreach projects and enable the centre to both take
mountain bikes out, and bring visitors in – working with local schools for example.
10.14 The shorter uplift route from Inchloan to Cairn-mon-earn is approximately 3 km, so it is realistic to estimate
that a minibus would travel approximately 18 km each hour if 3 uplift trips were achieved. Uplifts carried
out during the winter months would be greatly reduced in number due to daylight, whereas summer months
could potentially run into the evenings. Therefore, we have used an estimated average running time of 8
hours each day, for a maximum 360 days per year. A daily distance per minibus could be estimated at 144
km, giving an annual figure of 51,840 km. This figure should be considered as an assumed maximum
operational amount, but could be helpful in business and financial planning.
10.15 A further advantage of the proposed shorter uplift route is that it would not necessitate using the track on
FCS land. By way of comparison, the uplift at a well-known Scottish DH track is charged 10% of sales by
FCS for use of its track - a not inconsiderable sum!
10.16 An uplift track built to FCS standards is estimated to cost c. £50/metre, over c. 500 metres. This equates to
£25,000 to build, which in the context of this project would appear to be a worthwhile investment.

Trailers
10.17 There are again numerous types of trailer available on the market, although consideration should be given
to longevity, as well as price, given the heavy use off road, potential damage to bikes, ability to
accommodate all types of bike and wheel size, ease of loading and/ unloading.
10.18 Adaptability of trailers may also be a consideration, to allow transport of other equipment such as mountain
karts, toboggans, adapted bikes etc.

Uplift Track
10.19 Forestry Commission regulations are that vehicles’ speed should be limited to 15 MPH on forest tracks, and
in practice it is unlikely that a fully laden minibus and trailer will be comfortable or safe going much faster
than this on an un-sealed road.
10.20 Maintaining the uplift track to a high standard greatly increases the comfort levels for passengers, the
speed at which the uplift can operate, and reduces the wear on the vehicle. Although sealing the entire
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access track is unrealistic and unnecessarily costly, sealing the corners with tarmac can help to keep these
high wear areas in better condition.
10.21 Gradients on the uplift track will need to be kept modest. This puts less strain on the vehicle, but also
ensures that the track is less susceptible to wear through water damage, and damage through spinning or
skidding minibus wheels.
10.22 The track should be minimum 3.4 metres wide and be built and maintained in accordance with FCS
standards for haul roads. Turning circles will be required at each end of the uplift route, and sufficiently
sized pick up/drop off zones included as well as passing places.

Ticketing / Operations
10.23 There are several different mechanisms in use across the world for ticketing uplift operations. These vary
in complexity and the most appropriate method may evolve over time as the facility grows. A simple but
effective system used by many operators is a paper wrist band, often placed around the handlebar of the
rider’s bike. This may well prove to be the most pragmatic and cost-effective mechanism for ticketing
initially, where passes bearing a photograph of the rider require reasonable investment in infrastructure to
put in place.
10.24 One challenge with operating a minibus uplift is that of preplanning the required capacity in advance.
Adding a vehicle and driver(s) to the operational rota for the day will cost a considerable amount, and the
operators will want to ensure that they are maximizing the capacity of that vehicle.
10.25 For this reason, season passes can also be problematic, as they create difficulty in estimating visitor
numbers ahead of time. An advance booking system is recommended, allied with a membership-based
system that provides a discount when booking, thereby encouraging and rewarding loyalty. This type of
booking system enables far better prediction of capacity requirements and more efficient use of resources.
Extra spaces within a capacity threshold can then be sold to visitors ‘on the door’ to boost numbers and
take advantage of opportunist visitors.

Mechanical Uplift – Chairlift
Purchasing Options
10.26 As part of our research into options for purchasing chairlifts, both new second-hand systems have been
investigated. Our findings have shown that although buying second-hand is certainly possible, and may
well be cheaper than new, there are lots of potential complications associated with second-hand
purchasing, and it is extremely difficult to put an accurate figure on the overall cost. Therefore, to provide a
degree of certainty to the cost estimate, and confidence in the process, we have centred our report findings
on a new system.
10.27 We have sought cost estimates for design and build of a bespoke chairlift from two different providers: both
estimates are included in Appendix F. One provider is a firm based in Scotland who are heavily involved in
the Scottish winter sports industry, while the other are an Austrian firm with whom we have communicated
directly, rather than via an agent.
10.28 Uplift capacity varies hugely when comparing chairlifts, but is a key metric in any comparison. The quotes
that have been provided for purchasing chairlifts have been based on an uplift capacity of 200 people /
hour. This is a very conservative estimate and is at the lower end of the spectrum of potential uplift
capacity, which in turn provides a base cost for calculating the level of investment required. What is clear
is that with extra investment, the uplift capacity could be increased accordingly.
10.29 Estimating 8 hours use per day as an average amount throughout the year, for 360 days, gives a total
capacity potential of 576,000 people per year, crucially without changing the system, or incurring significant
extra cost.
10.30 The estimate received from the firm in Austria is for €2,200,000. This includes design and supply of the
chairlift system, as well as an onsite supervisor during construction and an electrician to commission the
facility once built. Approximately 50-60% of this cost should be added to cover construction costs for the lift
and pylons, ancillary structures, and appropriate taxes.
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Running Costs
10.31 Chairlifts are efficient to run, using an electric motor to drive either the top or bottom wheel, which then
drives the cable. Connection into the national grid can be a considerable expense, but Durris benefits from
an existing 11KV power supply to the summit of Cairn-mon-earn, which will potentially significantly reduce
installation costs, although an upgrade to the transformer would be required. The chairlifts that have been
recommended for Durris use a 150KW motor, but only uses a maximum of 70KW during starting or
braking, and around 40KW during normal use, at maximum capacity.
10.32 Once installed, the running costs of the chairlift itself do not vary enormously with changes in user
numbers. The advice we have received is that a sum of approximately 1-1.5% of the purchase cost should
be kept aside for replacement parts and annual maintenance, during which time the lift would be shut
completely. We have also been advised that best practice is to completely strip down the entire system
every 10-15 years for an overhaul of all parts, although the timescale is very much dependent on the level
of use experienced. This could cost in the region of €250,000. By way of a guide, the main access chairlift
at Glencoe Ski Station was first overhauled after 25 years use, while the quad chairlift at Nevis Range has
run more or less unchanged since 1989.
10.33 Personnel present the largest daily cost for chairlifts, with typically one member of staff required at the top
and one at the bottom. However, it would be prudent to double this number in order to assist users with
loading equipment on and off the lift as well. Once trained, these personnel do not need to be highly
skilled.
10.34 Ticket checking operations can be automated by installing a magnetic reader system similar to those used
in Alpine ski resorts. This would potentially reduce personnel requirement, but cost a reasonable amount to
install, and a cost benefit analysis would be recommended prior to undertaking this investment.

Infrastructure
10.35 The vision for this chairlift, and the basis on which we have sought quotes, is that of a fairly simple system,
consisting of a single cable revolving around a drive wheel at one end and a ‘slave’ wheel at the other. The
chairs themselves are fixed to the cable, which is in turn supported between the two wheels by a series of
pylons, at approximately 100m intervals.
10.36 The chair cannot release from the cable in this system (known as a ‘fixed grip’ system). This means that
the cable has to run sufficiently slowly to allow safe on-loading and off-loading, but the infrastructure
required is much simpler and cheaper to install and run. The drive wheel is typically housed in a small
building which also includes a control room, while the slave wheel is more commonly an open structure.
Although these structures require extremely solid foundations, the scale of them is modest and they are
simple to build in comparison to other chairlifts with complex mechanical systems.
10.37 Various adaptations can be made to the chairs in order to support the use of different types of equipment
such as bikes, mountain karts, etc. These take different forms dependant on the make of chairlift chosen,
but in each case the aim is to safely maximise the uplift capacity of both people and equipment, whilst
making uploading and offloading as user friendly as possible.
10.38 The pylons that support the cable each require a solid concrete foundation, the details of which are
specified in the attached quotations. This means that track access is required to each pylon during
construction, and this must be considered early in the design process so as not to cause disruption at a
later date. Alternatively, materials for construction of the pylon foundations, and the pylons themselves,
can be transported to each location by helicopter. However, this is very unlikely to be cost effective, and
there are operational advantages in creating the necessary access routes for future maintenance of the
chairlift system, and other facilities on site.
10.39 The ground below the chairlift must be kept clear of trees and tall vegetation, to ensure safe operation.
Trees can be allowed to grow up either side of this corridor however and may provide shelter from the wind
in this instance. Any construction work taking place within the Chairlift corridor would have to be carefully
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managed, especially where mechanised plant is involved. Trail sections that cross the corridor would also
have to be carefully designed to ensure plenty of space between riders on the ground and the users of the
chair.

Ticketing / Operations
10.40 In comparison to a vehicular uplift, running a chairlift is much simpler in so far as there is no cost increase
in transporting more passengers up the hill. This allows the use of season passes such as used widely in
Alpine resorts and means that there is no need to book an uplift slot.
10.41 This allows much more flexibility in use, and less risk of having to turn away visitors due to the uplift being
full to capacity. The use of seasonal or multi-day passes can also reduce the strain on the centre ticket
office as only one transaction is needed for multiple trips.
10.42 Typically, users’ tickets are checked either by a member of staff, or via a magnetic reader and turnstile
system. This type of system requires investment, but potentially has benefits in automating the process and
being more user friendly and efficient during busier periods.
10.43 There are limits to the fixed grip system in that the chair has to run slowly enough to allow users to safely
load their bikes and themselves onto the chair whilst it moves along at the loading station – and then
reverse this process to off-load at the top station. This speed is recommended to be approximately 1m/s.
This gives an approximate uplift time of 13.5 minutes, but crucially is a constant service, so waiting for an
available uplift space is greatly reduced during busy periods.
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11.27 Advanced Concept 4 is the final concept that has been developed for this feasibility study, and aims to
include all of the aspects discussed in previous concepts. There are some additions in the snowsport
facilities, and some small refinements on trails from previous iterations. In addition to descriptions of these,
we have listed some key trail length totals (taken from our GIS mapping programme) in Paras 11.30-11.34
below. In practice, trail lengths on the ground will greatly exceed those quoted at this conceptual stage, and
more detailed design will be required to accurately define trail routes and lengths. However, what our
concepts do show is that there is ample space on this 256-hectare site to create the scale of mountain bike
trail facility that the NETCO committee originally envisaged – and much more besides.

11.28 – 11.35 SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE
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Section 12 – Acquiring The Preferred Site
12.1 All of the land included within the proposed site at Durris forms part of the National Forest Estate, managed
by Forest Enterprise Scotland, an agency of Forestry Commission Scotland (FCS). Several constructive
discussions were held with FCS officers during 2017, regarding the options available to NETCO in terms of
it using the site for a Mountain Bike and Adventure Centre. NETCO has also had positive interactions with
FCS since the inception of the project.
12.2 Existing access legislation permits informal public access to the forest for recreational pursuits such as
cycling and walking; however, the scale of what is being proposed by NETCO is such that a more formal
and detailed scheme of land management and/or transfer will be required.
12.3 FCS has confirmed that it considers Durris Wood (the westernmost portion of a much larger area of
commercial forest) to be a productive timber asset, and so it does not have any plans to dispose of the
Wood by placing it on the open market. Neither does it itself wish to develop and operate the Wood as a
venue for outdoor recreation. Consequently, the only real option remaining is that NETCO - or a related
body - takes advantage of the new Community Asset Transfer Scheme (CATS).
12.4 CATS, set up following the Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015, provides a statutory right for
community bodies to make requests to take control of land or buildings they consider they could make
better use of. “Community bodies” can mean either geographical communities or communities of interest
(e.g. enthusiasts for a particular sport).
12.5 In the case of Durris, NETCO would have to demonstrate that its proposals would result in greater benefit
to the local community, compared to the land remaining in commercial forestry. FCS would assess
NETCO’s request against a specified list of criteria and there is a presumption that the request would be
approved, unless there were reasonable grounds for refusal.
12.6 Our discussions with FCS representatives thus far indicate that the FCS’s preferred mechanism for
transferring any asset would be through selling or leasing it in its entirety, to NETCO. This is in keeping with
NETCO’s aspirations, but either option would cost a significant sum of money. We have commissioned
specialist advice on this matter to help NETCO make an informed decision about the best route forward,
and the findings follow:

Timber Assessment
12.7 – 12.10 SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE

Development Of The MTB Trail Network
12.11 – 12.14 SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE

Long-term Forest Management Plan
12.15 – 12.17 SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE

Purchase v Lease?
12.18 – 12.20 SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE
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Section 13 – Implementing The Development: Preparation and
Construction Programme
(PORTIONS OF THIS SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE)
13.1 This project is ambitious, and the scale of the development and associated construction work is not to be
underestimated. As it is likely that the development will be driven largely by the funding that becomes
available as the project progresses, it is not possible to rigidly prescribe a timetabled programme at this
early stage; however, we set out below a suggested ‘road map’ for the NETCO Committee (NB this is
restricted to site-specific elements of the project and does not include the work which will be required to
carry out fundraising and grant applications).

Pre-Application Consultations
13.2 Three types of pre-application consultation need to begin immediately. They can, and probably should, run
concurrently:
(a) Local Authority – SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE
(b) Forestry Commission Scotland – SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE
(c) Local Community – SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE

Planning Consents
13.3 Two types of consent will be required:
(a) Community Asset Transfer – clearly, the project cannot proceed unless the land at Durris passes into
NETCO’s hands, whether by purchase or lease, and therefore this process needs to be concluded
successfully before anything else is done.
(b) Planning Consent – SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE

Post-Consents - Initial Actions
13.4 We have reviewed the “Trail Centre Project Plan” (Appendix 3 of the NETCO Business Plan) and though
the actual dates quoted will now have to be refreshed, we believe that its timetable of milestones for the
design, management and construction stages are by and large realistic and achievable. However, given the
scale of this project, we believe it is extremely likely that a phased opening will need to take place, with the
Centre becoming operational in stages, rather than all at once at the outset.
13.5 A phased opening will have several advantages:
(a) Assuming the first phase is restricted to some MTB trails and basic user facilities, it will allow pioneer
users (who will mainly be local riders) to experience the site and become evangelists for the centre whilst
other phases – particularly the HUB building - are being constructed.
(b) Even though the first phase might be modest, it could start to generate some income for NETCO (via
simple catering and car parking) at a time when outgoings will be at their highest. It will also engender a
culture from Day 1 that trail users need to contribute towards operating costs, e.g. by paying for parking.
(c) The modest user numbers during the first phase will allow NETCO to become used to dealing with
customers, learning about their expectations and demands. Additionally, it might allow any logistical
problems (e.g. traffic movements on site) to be identified and dealt with at an early stage, before usage
levels increase.
13.6 SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE
13.7 SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE
13.8 The development of trails across the site will first require haul roads and other access routes to be
constructed, including the shortened uplift route. It will be important to identify the exact locations for
chairlift pylons at this stage, and plan potential access routes to them so as not to disturb trails in use
during construction of the chairlift (if this option is to be pursued). Identifying current and future constraints
at the outset of the project will make the process much less disruptive at the time of chairlift or other future
facility construction.
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13.9 SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE
13.10 The planning and detailed design of the trails and other paths will be a lengthy and involved process which
will take into account as much information as is available at the time. It will be advisable to carry out much
of the other planning work prior to detailed trail design, in order that the trails can be planned around other,
albeit less exciting, considerations. However, consulting a trail designer throughout this process and
working together as a project team is likely to deliver the best results.

Phasing Development
13.11 As described earlier, the uplifted ‘Flow’ zone in our final concept will be the most exciting and newsworthy
trail development of this project, as it has not been done before in Scotland. We therefore recommend that
the Cairn-mon-earn zone of the final concept is developed for mountain biking before other areas of the site
- to attract attention, and bring in visitors from across the country at the earliest possible opportunity.
13.12 Depending on funding available at the time, it may be prudent to utilise a vehicular uplift initially prior to
seeking further investment for installation of a chairlift. Should sufficient investment be found for a chairlift
in the future, these minibuses could then be utilised by other activity providers in the forest to access areas
other than the top of Cairn-mon-earn, as well as acting as a back-up uplift system, and helping to deliver
outreach projects around the region.
13.13 In the scenario that the project is forced to develop slowly due to the capital funding available, this reducedscale bike park could feasibly operate successfully with very modest infrastructure initially – temporary
accommodation for car parking, bike hire, ticketing, café and shop etc could be utilised to generate income
while further funding was sought, as has been suggested in NETCO’s business plan. Careful planning of
the development should mean that temporary accommodation could continue to be operational right
through the construction phase of new buildings or other infrastructure, so as not to lose income potential
through disruption to operations.
13.14 In any case, even temporary accommodation will require services, power, water and waste – solutions to
all of which will have had to be devised and included in the planning application. In addition to the power
supply to the summit of Cairn-mon-earn, there is a similar supply running along the Slug Road, visible from
the hub location. There are however no other services on site.

Trail Construction Considerations
13.15 SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE
13.16 It is suggested in the NETCO business plan that a trail construction specialist is contracted to build most of
the trails in the initial development phase, to ensure that that project delivers a high-quality riding
experience immediately, and this would indeed be our recommended approach.
13.17 However, a more sustainable long-term approach will be to develop an in-house trail building and
maintenance team, with associated plant and equipment. This will help to engender a culture of continuous
improvement and development of the trails over time, as well as ensuring that they are maintained to a high
standard. It is likely that this core team would be quite small, being bolstered by volunteers or casual paid
workers as required for specific projects.

Hub Building Design Ethos
13.18 A conceptual sketch drawing, ‘3D’ view, section and floor plans for the Hub building are shown overleaf.
The proposed design for the Hub has been created in response to the required functionalities of the
building (as described earlier in this report) and the topography of the site. It is intended to illustrate the
optimum level of accommodation for the scale of the overall site, while being respectful of and sensitive to
the location.
13.19 – 13.23 SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE – IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT
THE BELOW DESIGN SERVES ONLY AS A AN INDICATION AS TO THE POTENTIAL DESIGN FOR
THE MAIN HUB

Budget Costing
13.24 – 13.25 SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE
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Possibilities for Staged Development of the Hub
13.26 – 13.30 SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE

Landscaping And Construction Feasibility
13.31 SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE
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Conceptual Sketch Of The Hub In The Location Indicated On Advanced Concept
Plans

‘3D’ View

Section
50

Conceptual Location And Sketch Plan
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Section 14 – Marketing Considerations
14.1 – 14.14

SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE

Section 15 – Management And Operational Structure
15.1 – 15.10

SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE
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Section 16 – Financial Projections
(PORTIONS OF THIS SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE)
Trails - Capital Costs
16.1 As discussed in the final concept description, the trails shown are indicative of the vision for this project,
and to show that the stated aims pertaining to trail lengths in NETCO’s business plan can be realised within
the space identified at Durris. While some of the trail routes shown have been walked on the ground, the
standing timber on site makes it impossible to accurately route the trails, especially taking into account any
local features that may be present. Therefore, the trail routes and lengths shown have been created using
best estimates of the most likely route or corridor for each.
16.2 There is a chance, therefore, that, once built, the trails might prove to be considerably longer than those
shown. Whilst bikers might welcome these extra trail metres, there is an obvious cost implication, and so to
ensure that sufficient budgetary provision has been made, an overbuild contingency multiplier has been
included in construction cost estimations.
16.3 In NETCO’s business plan, Appendix 2, Cost Plan to Construction, the average cost per metre rates for
each grade of cross-country trail have been used to estimate construction costs. This is a sensible
approach and has been continued in this report, although the following adaptations have been made:
●

Cross-country trails tend to be more naturally finished than flow trails. This means that they are
narrower, and include fewer built features. Flow trails in comparison are obviously man-made, with
a high intensity of large features, and are labour intensive to build. Flow trails are also wider, to
allow riders to be more creative with line choice. Therefore, flow trails are considerably more
expensive to build on a cost per linear metre basis.

● The datasheets produced by sportscotland which quote the average construction costs per metre
are a little misleading in their description of trail width of a typical grade of cross-country trail. A
finished and mature trail is likely to be of the widths described, but at the constructed width is likely
to be wider. This ‘as built’ width has been used in the calculations in this report.
●

The assumed cost of creating a skills area and pump track quoted in NETCO’s business plan is
considered to be very low for the scale of facility that NETCO are aiming for; a much higher cost
has been included for these facilities in this report, taken from our experience of building similarlysized facilities of this type.

16.4 A projected cost breakdown table for the trails is included overleaf. The adaptations to NETCO’s original
assumptions listed above, together with the added contingency multiplier for each trail type, lead to a
considerably larger construction cost estimate than the NETCO committee had originally calculated.
However, we feel that it is better to take a prudent approach which (probably) over-estimates the actual
costs, rather than be faced with unanticipated outgoings once construction is under way.
16.5 In practice, we suspect that it may prove less costly to build the trails than these estimates suggest. As
already mentioned, the soil on site has been tested as being suitable for construction of trails using as-dug
material. If creating numerous borrow pits along a trail route is felt to be an acceptable construction
technique, the material transport cost will be greatly reduced. It is our opinion that this would be a sensible
construction technique for most of the site; however, further detailed design work will investigate this in
more detail.
16.6 As discussed in section 13, particularly following the first phase of development, it may also make financial
sense for NETCO to purchase certain items of plant and employ a small trail building team, rather than
developing the site on a contracted-out basis.
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Trails - Capital Cost Projections (£) SECTIONS OF THIS TABLE REMOVED –
PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE
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Hub – Capital Costs
16.7 As mentioned in Section 13, notional costs for constructing the Hub building and associated infrastructure
such as drainage and car parking have been prepared by Christie and Partners, Quantity Surveyors – see
Appendix I.

Snowsports – Capital Costs
16.8 We have not sourced estimated costs for snowsports specific facilities as described in Para 9.8, as this was
outwith our brief. However, the related snowsports workshop and hire facilities are included in the ‘Hub –
Capital Costs’ budget line below.

Other Activities Infrastructure – Capital Costs
16.9 Clearly, these costs would depend on what other activities were to be provided at the Centre and so no
detailed estimates have been received. However, we have obtained some indicative costs for different
types of activity:
Toboggan/Luge (on rails) – c £1,000 per metre (typical track length 500m) – covers all track and
equipment, ground works and installation
Zip Lines – an average of £30 per metre (typical line length 500m) – covers lines, platforms, fixings etc
High Ropes – typically about £100,000 for installation of a circular/square course

Total Capital Costs
16.10 The total estimated capital costs (ex VAT) would therefore be:
Trails
Snowsports (exterior)
Hub
Other Infrastructure
Chairlift
Professional Fees

£2,074,763
unknown
£3,988,355
£700,000
£3,000,000 (assumes £1 = €1.10)
£608,680 (9% of total, not including Chairlift)

TOTAL

£10,371,798

Operational Budget – Indicative Projections
16.11 The spreadsheets on the following pages show highly indicative income and expenditure figures for a
typical
year after the Centre becomes fully operational. We have not provided figures for the first 2-3 years
of the Centre’s existence (i.e. Phase 1 and the construction of Phase 2): in those early years, there will be
relatively
little income generated, with heavy outgoings. We think that it is more representative to provide
figures to
show likely trading levels when the Centre is fully up and running.
16.12 Clearly, there are an infinite number of variables and unknowns at this stage, and much will depend on (a)
the finalised components of the Centre - i.e. the scale and variety of activities provided; (b) the need (or
not) to pay capital financing costs e.g. loan interest; – and (c) the management and organisational structure that
is ultimately adopted. However, our financial projections do differ considerably from those provided in
Appendices 4 and 6 of the NETCO Business Plan. We think that NETCO underestimates both the likely
income and the likely expenditure; these differences are largely due, of course, to the much greater size of
project now being proposed, but there are also other areas of both income and expenditure where our
predicted outcomes are markedly different to those in the Business Plan.
16.13 For the purposes of these budgetary projections, we have assumed the following:
●

All or most of the trails and other MTB facilities shown in the final design concept (Para 11.27) will
be operational – including either vehicular or chairlift uplift.
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●

The Centre will be open to the public 365 days per year, with the Hub open 363 days per year.
Opening hours for the Hub facilities and uplift will be 10am-4pm in the 5 winter months (149 days)
and 9.30am-7.30pm in the 7 summer months (214 days). Allowing 1 hour extra per day for opening
up and closing, this equates to 3,397 operating hours per annum. NB that these hours assume that
no after-dark activities (e.g. evening ski sessions in winter) will take place.

●

NETCO-employed staff will be as described and quantified in Para 15.10. Salaries will be on a par
with leisure industry norms, other than that the lowest-paid staff would be paid Living Wage hourly
rates as a minimum. A 12% uplift to salaries has been included to cover employer’s on-costs.

●

The catering and retail elements of the Centre will be contacted out to third-party operators and
hence do not appear on these projections (other than to show rental and profit-sharing income).
The following lease arrangements have been assumed: Restaurant: £1,000 rent per month plus
8% of turnover. Retail: £500 rent per month plus 10% of turnover. This type of arrangement (part
fixed rent, part turnover-based) is generally held to be the most suitable for operations of this type,
as it shares risk and provides an incentive for both parties to
work together.

●

No account is taken of capital financing costs, seasonal cash flow or depreciation. Such aspects
would need to be considered within the NETCO Business Plan, which will have to include a more
detailed balance sheet, not simply these expenditure and income predictions.

●

Forestry operations are treated as ‘cost-neutral’ - i.e. any income gained from timber sales will be
100% offset by land purchase/leasing costs – so hence do not appear on these projections.

●

Activities Infrastructure costs – these include the running costs of uplift (either vehicular or chairlift)
and maintenance of other equipment. Options A and C also include an annual set-aside of 1% of
the estimated £2 million chairlift purchase costs (as specified in Para 10.32). Options A and B do
not, however, include any such set-aside for snowsports uplift, as these sums are unknown.

●

Rates, Water and Waste – the sums shown are scaled from the sums paid by similar centres
elsewhere in Scotland. NETCO’s charitable status should allow some elements of the Hub to
benefit from 80% rates relief, and we have taken account of this. Water costs are speculative, but
are based on the (known) figures for Glentress Peel Centre. NETCO should be able to benefit from
100% water rebate on some types of usage. Waste collection costs are based on Aberdeenshire
Council rates for weekly collections (twice weekly in summer), and assume that waste is separated
for recycling.

●

Heat and Light – these costs are particularly hard to predict, given the wide mix of uses within the
Hub and also the different power sources which might be available; as a new-build, there is every
opportunity to make the Hub energy-efficient and to use at least some renewables. Two particular
options which NETCO might wish to consider are (a) biomass heating, which might be eminently
suitable for a building of this type in this location – but would be unlikely to reduce costs
significantly; and (b) ground or air source pump heating – both of these would also generate some
annual revenue through Renewable Heat Incentive payments. Specialist advice on this topic
should be taken at the time of detailed building design. We have assumed the building will be fairly
energy-efficient and so, using Real Estate Environmental Benchmarks, are projecting an average
annual combined heat and light cost for the Hub of £15.00 per m².

●

Repairs and maintenance – best practice for buildings is to annually allocate 0.3% of capital costs
to a ring-fenced sinking fund for major repairs/refurbishments, plus a further 0.6% for regular
smaller-scale repairs/replacements. The figures shown are based on £4 million capital costs. Given
that this is a new build, the need for repairs in the early years is unlikely, which should allow a
good-sized fund to build up before it is needed.

●

Marketing – the sums shown are relatively modest. As hinted at in Section 14, we think the need
for ‘above the line’ marketing will be limited, with much of the promotional work being done via
word of mouth and low-cost online methods.

●

Insurances – the sums shown are entirely speculative and we would recommend specialist advice
is taken on this aspect of operations.

●

‘Miscellaneous’ covers outgoings such as office costs, telecoms and contingencies. This has been
calculated at a rate of 5% of totalled other expenditure.
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●

In terms of income, customer footfall numbers, the proportion of snowsports customers to other
customers, and average spend figures will all be as described in Paras 17.5 and 17.7 below.

●

All revenues will be retained by NETCO (except catering and retail, which will share revenues with
NETCO as described above). It is important to stress again at this point that NETCO’s ethos is not
about making money. All surpluses generated from the Centre will be used to maintain and
develop the MTB trails and supporting facilities. Many of the Centre’s visitors will not themselves
be mountain bikers, but their financial contributions will be vital – which merely amplifies the need
to look after these customers very well.

16.21 The spreadsheets show four possible scenarios, as follows:
(A) Centre with both chairlift and snowsports
(B) Centre with snowsports but no chairlift (though vehicular uplift would still be available)
(C) Centre with chairlift but no snowsports
(D) Centre with no chairlift and no snowsports (though vehicular uplift would still be available)
For each scenario, there are three variations shown – visitor footfall ‘as predicted’, visitor footfall ‘below
prediction’ and visitor footfall ‘above prediction’ (see Para 17.5 for the visitor numbers used).
16.22 It will immediately be noted that the annual outgoings for each of these scenarios are fairly similar: this is
because almost all expenditure will be on fixed costs which are little influenced by visitor numbers. It is
clear, therefore, even from these initial approximate projections, that the key to financial success will be
maximising visitor numbers.
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SECTION 17 – Economic Impact Assessment
(PORTIONS OF THIS SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE)
17.1 One of NETCO’s requirements from this feasibility study is to estimate the total volume of visitors likely to
use a new MTB trail centre. Clearly, such estimates will be of value during the planning stages, when
matters such as traffic management, car parking and visitor amenities are being considered, but they are
also critical to the creation of a viable Business Plan and Economic Impact Assessment.
17.2 We have carefully reviewed the methodology used in Appendix 5 of NETCO's Business Plan to forecast
visitor numbers. This is logical and helpful, in that a consistent process has been used to evaluate each of
the candidate sites, with good cognisance taken of usage levels at other MTB trail centres in Scotland. The
results show very little difference in predicted visitor numbers between the candidate sites – which is just as
would be expected given the ‘proximity score’ method used, as each candidate site is a similar distance
from the main population centre, Aberdeen City.
17.3 However, the ‘proximity score’ method used is rather simplistic, and consequently we do not believe that
the results are sufficiently robust or reliable for this impact assessment. Our opinion is derived from the
following:

● The ‘proximity score’ method assumes that the residents of every community have an equal
propensity to visit an MTB facility, whereas the actuality is that in NE Scotland there is huge
variation in the socio-demographic composition of different settlements: for example, Portlethen
and Westhill have both notably young populations and average household incomes above the
average figure for Aberdeenshire of 15% and 36% respectively – making it statistically more likely
that residents of these communities would be mountain bikers.

● The ‘proximity score’ method assumes that the propensity to visit will decline in direct proportion to
the distance between home and the attraction (i.e. someone living 20km away is only half as likely
to visit as someone living 10km away). This is highly unlikely to be the case in practice: if someone
is taking the decision to go biking, preparing their bike(s) and loading up a car, then it will make
little difference to them whether the distance to be travelled is 10km or 20km. This is particularly so
when the facility is of a high standard or has unique qualities – if it is good enough, visitors will not
be deterred from travelling from considerably further away. Furthermore, the distance-based
straight-line decline method can logically only work if the population of a country is distributed
completely evenly. In the case of the NETCO centre, one would expect to see a marked spike,
rather than fall, in the number of visitors living 100-120km away, because of the large population
bases of Perth and Dundee.

● Therefore, in our view, the travel time is a more important factor in decision-making, which is why
the time-based ‘isochrone’ method is usually used for estimating prospective visitor numbers to
new amenities such as this (though admittedly this technique, too, has its shortcomings). The
isochrone map overleaf - used only as an example - shows all the places reachable from Durris by
car in 90 minutes. The population of this area is approximately 732,000. If the journey time is
increased to 120 minutes, around 230,000 additional people would be added from localities such
as Moray, the Banffshire coast, the Perth area and NE Fife. This two-hour radius is generally used
as the benchmark maximum distance which most people will travel for a day trip.
●

Crucially, if NETCO is able to deliver the full project (including a Chairlift) we believe this ‘two-hour
benchmark’ will be shattered, with mountain biking visitors from across Scotland being willing to
travel long distances to experience this unique facility. There is also clear potential to attract a
modest number of visitors from other countries in the UK and overseas. The good news for the
local economy would be that most of these visitors from out with the ‘two-hour benchmark’ would
need, and want, to stay overnight in the area – and when overnight visits can be generated,
economic benefits to the host area rise dramatically.
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● We also believe that the NETCO Business Plan greatly underestimates the likely number of noncycling visitors – though this will of course depend on the other facilities and activities to be
provided on site. Although it is hard to predict accurately what the return on investment in
complementary facilities will be, there are some examples such as the recent addition of a tubing
slope at Midlothian Snowsports Centre which make encouraging reading (visitor numbers there
rose by 35% in a year after the introduction of tubing).
17.4 At this stage of the project, in order to make some estimation of likely visitor numbers at this stage of the
project, some assumptions have to be made. We have assumed the following:
●

The full network of MTB trails and facilities shown in Para 11.27 will be constructed.

●

All or most of the facilities and complementary activities described in Section 8 will be available.

●

The Hub building will be along the lines described in Section 13.

Our baseline ‘worst case’ figure - shown as ‘D’ in the table below - assumes that the development will not
include either snowsports or a chairlift, but ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’ include either or both snowsports or chairlift.
17.5 Taking all the above into account, we have produced three differing outcomes (pessimistic, anticipated and
optimistic) for visitor usage of the new development – and in each case, four scenarios of indicative
projected annual visitor numbers are shown:
A - with snowsports and chairlift
B - with snowsports but no chairlift
C - with chairlift but no snowsports
D - without either snowsports or chairlift
(NB – scenarios B and D do assume that vehicular uplift will be provided).
Pessimistic
A 90,000
B 70,000

Anticipated
A 115,500
B 90,000

Optimistic
A 139,500
B 105,000
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C
D

65,000
50,000

C
D

84,500
65,000

C
D

97,500
75,000

17.6 However, it must be borne in mind that, in terms of creating a viable Business Plan, concentrating on visitor
numbers alone is over-simplistic. What will be more important for NETCO is what these visitors will actually
do – their dwell-time on site, how much money they will spend, and so on. 500 visitors staying all day on
site but only spending £2 per head would be far less desirable than 100 visitors staying for an hour and
spending £10 per head!
17.7 We suggest that average spend per head on site at the new centre would vary according to the purpose of
the visit:
(a) Mountain bikers and other activity participants would spend a predicted average of £14.62 per
head, made up as follows: (DETAIL REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE)
(b) Snowsports participants would spend a predicted average of £10.96 per head (calculated as
before, but with an indicative 25% reduction factored in, given that many such users are likely to be
schoolchildren in groups).
17.8 However, estimating on-site spend alone does not present the full picture: when calculating the economic
benefits of visitor attractions to the local and regional economy, off-site spend can often be just as valuable,
especially once economic multipliers are factored in. Therefore, in the next section of our report, we
calculate the economic benefits which a development of this nature would bring to the local economy, in
terms of income generation and job creation.

Anticipated Economic Impact
17.9 There are almost endless possible outcomes to this exercise, given the number of variables and (at this
stage) the lack of certainty about the preferred way forward. A more robust impact assessment can be
carried out once decisions are made about the exact nature and scale of the new centre. For the time
being, some assumptions have had to be made to allow the calculations to take place. We have used the
following assumptions:
●

The full network of MTB trails and facilities shown in Para 11.27 will be constructed.

●

All or most of the facilities and complementary activities described in Section 8 will be available

●

The Hub building will be along the lines described in Section 13.

●

Some sort of MTB uplift (either vehicular or chairlift) will be provided

●

Visitor numbers will be as shown in Para 17.5

●

Visitor expenditure on site will be as shown in Para 17.7

17.10 For simplicity, we have made only two sets of impact calculations: one for a centre including snowsports,
and one without snowsports. The “Anticipated” outcomes A and C shown in Para 17.5 have been used.

Definition of ‘Local Economic Benefit’
17.11 It is important at the outset to define what is meant by ‘local economic benefit’. In this report – as is
customary of studies of this type - economic benefit is taken to refer to positive impacts within the local
economy arising as a result of expenditure on goods and services by those visiting the new Adventure
Centre. Such expenditure would also have a positive effect on employment locally. (NB – this study does
not take account of the wider impacts of the development on the wider economy, an example being the
benefits which would accrue to the region where the artificial ski matting is manufactured).
17.12 – 17.14 SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE
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Quantifying the Economic Impact
17.15 Clearly, when attempting to quantify the economic impact of a business such as the proposed new
development, the most important measure will be direct expenditure - how much money would the
development’s customers spend, both on-site and in the local economy? That question is addressed in
Paras 7.27 and 7.28 below.
17.16 SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE

Additionality
17.17 – 17.18 SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE

Future Displacement
17.19 – 17.20 SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE

Establishing the size of the Multiplier and Leakages
17.21 – 17.26 SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE

Calculating Direct Expenditure
17.27 – 17.28 SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE

Calculating Total Economic Impact
17.29 SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE
Scenario A
●

On-site expenditure is £1,575,150 x 0.90 x 1.10 x 1.15 x 0.95 = £1,703,642

●

Off-site expenditure is £608,800 x 0.90 x 1.32 x 0.95 = £687,091

●

Grand total economic impact in the local area annually = £2,390,733

●

Grand total full-time equivalent jobs created and sustained locally = 45.68

●

On-site expenditure is £1,235,390 x 0.90 x 1.10 x 1.15 x 0.95 = £1,336,166

●

Off-site expenditure is £445,399 x 0.90 x 1.32 x 0.95 = £502,677

●

Grand total economic impact in the local area annually = £1,838,843

●

Grand total full-time equivalent jobs created and sustained locally = 35.13

Scenario C
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17.30 It should be noted that the actual number of jobs created would be more than this, given that many jobs in
the tourism and hospitality sector are part-time and to some degree seasonal. It is likely that the number of
actual jobs sustained locally would be around 1.6 times more, i.e. the new development would create and
sustain approximately 73 jobs (Scenario A) or 56 jobs (Scenario C).
17.31 There would be additional local economic benefits generated during the early phases of the project,
including a considerable number of construction jobs, and furthermore there would be the possibility of
considerable additional business rates being paid to Aberdeenshire Council on an ongoing basis.
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Section 18 – Concluding Remarks
18.1 Collective Trax Ltd would like to thank NETCO for commissioning us and our associates to carry out this
study. It has been an extensive and ever-evolving piece of work, and we are grateful to NETCO’s
committee for demonstrating flexibility and willingness to explore the different opportunities which have
emerged as the project has proceeded.
18.2 Even more than was the case at the outset, we are enthused by the potential that exists to create a MTB
and outdoor adventure centre in the area; what has been equally encouraging is the very positive reactions
we have experienced so far from those whom we have consulted about the concept. We would expect that
when the proposals are made more widely known in the near future, there will be considerable excitement
from potential users both in NE Scotland and further afield.
18.3 Our report demonstrates that NETCO’s original Business Plan was a comprehensive and largely robust
piece of work – though it will now need to be updated considerably to take account of our findings and
other changing circumstances. We hope that our efforts will prove useful to the organisation as it moves
into the next stage of the project.
18.4 We are highly aware that the delivery of our report is only one milestone for NETCO, and that there is still a
long road ahead for those whose responsibility it will be to raise funding for, design and then operate the
proposed new centre. Major projects like this can take a long time to come to fruition, and the fundraising
targets might seem daunting, but we are confident that the NETCO committee has the professionalism and
perseverance to deliver the new centre – albeit that its creation might need to be phased rather than in one
fell swoop.
18.5 Finally, we wish to thank all those who have helped us to research and produce this report; there have
been many opinions sought and favours called in! We have acknowledged all those organisations whose
statistical information has been used and we are particularly grateful to:

● Dan Cadle and colleagues, Forestry Commission Scotland and Forest Enterprise Scotland
● Crathes, Drumoak and Durris Community Council
● The Friends of Durris Forest Group
● Dunecht Estate for providing access and advice re Hill of Fare
● Monymusk Estate for providing access and advice re Pitfichie
● Our local Aberdeenshire snowsports representatives for providing advice and information
● Graeme McLean, Developing Mountain Biking in Scotland
● And, especially, all NETCO committee members, individually and jointly, for their energy
and enthusiasm.
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Appendix A – List Of Policies, Strategies Etc Referred To In This Report
National
SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE

Regional/Local
SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE

Appendix B – Site Analyses And SWOT Analysis
B.1

Whilst we were assessing the three candidate sites, some key factors were at the forefront of our minds in
terms of distinguishing suitability for development, over and above the ‘on paper’ comparison, and with
particular reference to the development of a bike park.

B.2

In preparing the individual and combined SWOT Analyses, the following criteria were taken into account. A
scoring system was devised to ensure that all three sites were assessed equitably.

● Gradient and Elevation – Must be suitable for all trail grades.
● Ground Conditions – Suitability of soil on site for trail building, and consideration of bedrock on
site.

● Ease of Construction – Access to site and access within site for both construction and future
maintenance, and likely impact on cost of construction.

● Hub Location - Where within the site would be best for a trailhead / hub facilities?
● Access for visitors – How easy is it for visitors (both local and from further afield) to get to the
trailhead / hub facilities? How might a large number of visitors impact upon the local population?

● Visual Impact - on the surrounding area, particularly the impact of a mechanical uplift.
● Exposure – Likelihood of a mechanical uplift being closed due to wind, or wind having a negative
effect on users.

● Forest Design Plan – Does the Forestry Commission’s FDP influence the choice of site at all?
● Viewpoints – Could these enhance the visitor experience?
● Operational / Management Considerations – Are there likely conflicts on site with other users?
● Concept Visualisation – Can a bike park concept that includes the trail network desired by
NETCO, and give potential for incorporating other complementary facilities, be visualised on the
site?

● Environmental Survey – Are there any environmental or ecological considerations on each site,
and what is the likely impact of these? NOTE: these are not detailed separately in Appendix B and
instead are referenced to the full Environmental Survey in Appendix D.

● Miscellaneous Considerations – Covering various issues unique to each site.
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B.4

Key factors to note from our site visits to Pitfichie are:
Gradient and Elevation: (Criteria Importance Score 3)

● Elevation Change c. 300m (Cairn William to Pitmunie), but c. 200M within the treeline. This would
be the most likely useable area, ref. Ground Conditions, and Exposure below.

● The site has quite steep gradients in general – so it will be more challenging to make trails suitable
for novices.
●

Gradients at the North end of site around Pitfichie hill itself are too steep for creating lower grade
trails, particularly ascending routes.

●

Gradients are generally more favourable in the area above Pitmunie, locating the hub there would
provide an improved user experience, and enable a more compact site to be used.

● Gradients on the northern flank of Cairn William are also suitable, but difficulty with access for
visitors would prevent a trailhead being created at Rorandle. This side of the hill is also more
exposed to the prevailing wind direction.

● The southwest end of the forest around White Lady hill is too small and has insufficient elevation to
be suitable for consideration.
Ground Conditions: (Criteria Score 2)

● Conditions were generally dry at times of visiting although moisture was present in the peat soils.
● Soil conditions seem favourable, but it is an extremely rocky location in the lower slopes,
progressing to solid bedrock higher up. This will create difficulties with building the required variety
of trail types.

● Grey granite is prevalent in Pitfichie, which is not as suitable for trail building as pink granite, so this
latter type of stone may need to be imported.
Ease of Construction: (1)

● There are limited forest tracks, particularly on upper slopes.

Therefore, access tracks for
construction and maintenance would have to be built as part of the project

● Access to the forest at Pitmunie for heavy construction traffic would be difficult on the local road
network and cause major disruption.

● Existing “Granite Top” MTB trail was reportedly built using helicopter drops for material importing,
as the only means of construction at the time. Therefore, a hugely expensive trail when the cost
per metre is considered.

● There are two disused quarries marked on maps at the north end of the site.

On initial
investigation, it was not clear whether these would be suitable for re-opening, or what type of
material they would provide. Monymusk Estate indicated that they are planning to reopen a quarry
above Tillyfourie, at the south end of the site. However, this would reportedly produce grey granite
rather than pink.

Hub Location: (2)

● The proposal by Monymusk Estate to create a hub at Pitfichie Castle presents an attractive option,
but should not distract from the viability of the site for a hub. Unfortunately, the surrounding hillside
would be unsuitable for constructing trails to satisfy all user groups so this has been discounted.
(ref. Gradients and Elevation)

● Pitmunie would be the most favourable location for a trailhead/hub, taking into account the
surrounding topography and desired trail network. (ref. Gradients and Elevation).
create an amphitheatre type layout with trails fanning out from the hub at the base.

This would

● However, a hub here would not benefit from passing traffic or organic awareness.
Access for Visitors: (1)
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● Visitor access presents a major challenge for Pitfichie as there is no direct access from a major
road (Class A or B road) to any point at the northern end of the Pitfichie site.

● Accessing from the A944 at the southern end near Tillyfourie would be too remote from the main
hills of Cairn William and Pitfichie for a bike park type model, and there is insufficient elevation here
(ref Gradients and Elevation).

● Accessing the preferred hub location at Pitmunie is tricky for visitors, utilising singletrack local
roads. A facility here would have a large impact on the local population.
Visual impact: (1)

● The visual impact of trails or uplift tracks on high moorland would be significant to the local area,
which is both highly visible and widely recognised.

● A mechanical uplift would be particularly significant visually, indeed possibly too intrusive to be
desirable at this site. The existing MTB trails don’t adversely affect the site visually, and further
developments of this type, utilising a vehicular uplift may be feasible.

● There is obvious and vocal opposition to a proposed pylon line being built in the area, suggesting
that the land value of the site is of high importance to the local community.

● Bennachie to the immediate north is FCS north east region’s most popular recreation area and the
summit views are highly valued. Development of a mechanical uplift and a high intensity of trails
would be very visible from large parts of Bennachie and likely be contested.
Exposure: (1)

● The western aspects and all high ground were very windy during every visit. There is a notable
increase in exposure above the tree line.

● Forestry Commission Scotland classes these areas as ‘severely exposed’, making for challenging
and undesirable riding. This could have a negative impact on the user experience and reputation
of the facility nationally.

● The site has a high susceptibility to trees being windblown (ref. FCS FDP Pitfichie), potentially
increasing the maintenance burden. This would likely be exacerbated by extensive thinning of
existing crops to create trails.

● High wind speeds could negatively affect the profitability of a mechanical uplift such as a chair lift if
it had to regularly close for safety reasons.
Forest Design Plan: (3)

● The (currently draft) FDP makes specific mention of the desire to plan new MTB trails ‘to take
cycling pressure away from Bennachie.’ – potentially in partnership with the NETCO group,
suggesting a willingness to progress developments at Pitfichie.

● Several sensitive plants, birds and mammals are known to live within the area. This presents both
a challenge for construction work, as well as an opportunity for a complementary attraction in the
case of wildlife tourism.

● The site has high-quality soil, suitable for timber crop production, potentially creating an income
source.
Viewpoints: (3)

● Outstanding outlook from summits across Aberdeenshire, Morayshire and the Cairngorms National
Park.
Operational / Management Considerations: (3)

● During each of our visits, car parks were busy and several visitors were encountered, both on foot
and a small number of cyclists at the existing DH trail. No horses were encountered during visits,
but evidence of horses was visible across the whole site.
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Miscellaneous Considerations:

● Pitfichie is a nationally recognised existing MTB venue, particularly due to its use as a Downhill
race venue for the Scottish Downhill Association series for many years, and its inclusion in the
Scottish Enduro Series for the first time in 2017. This will make it an undeniably popular choice
amongst existing MTB enthusiasts and racers, although Pitfichie has a reputation with riders from
south of Tayside, that it is a remote location that is hard to get to.

● There is a desire by Monymusk Estate to develop the tourism opportunties in the area in an effort
to boost the local economy.
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● There is a quarry on site (Midmar) providing good-quality crushed pink granite of various grades.
● Geologically, lower parts of the site have pink granite, transitioning to grey granite bedrock on the
higher slopes.

● Soil depth is reportedly shallow across the site, with bedrock close to the surface. This causes
trees to be shallow rooted and prone to windblow, and potentially creates challenges with trail
construction.
Ease of Construction: Midmar (3), Hill of Fare Dunect (2)

● There is a good network of forest tracks across most of Midmar, although Hill of Fare Dunecht has
less coverage and new tracks would be required. Indeed in some areas of Midmar, creating long
descents that are not interrupted by forest track crossings may be a challenge.

● There would be easy access for plant etc to the Sunhoney entrance for Midmar, and the South
Newfield entrance for Hill of Fare Dunecht.

● The pylon line crossing Hill of Fare Dunecht might limit the feasibility of a chairlift as a form of
mechanical uplift.
Hub Location: Midmar (1), Hill of Fare Dunect (2)

● Midmar - Sunhoney or possibly the existing café at Mill of Hole would both appear suitable, though
the topography at Sunhoney would make it more challenging for constructing a large-scale car park
and other hub facilities.

● The Craigshannoch area would be a good area for a hub when considering the topography of the
land surrounding it.

● Hill of Fare Dunecht – the area at the South Newfield entrance would be suitable - a good location
for a skills park and other hub facilities.

● Both sites would be set back from the road so less visually obvious to passing traffic.
Access for visitors: Midmar (2), Hill of Fare Dunect (2)

● Access is good at Sunhoney and South Newfield: major B roads pass both of these potential hub
locations. Access to Craigshannoch however is very limited and a hub here would cause major
disruption to local residents.

● The short access track to the existing car park at Sunhoney would need upgrading to a sealed
road, and potentially widened. Negotiations with the landowner (not FCS) would therefore be
required.
Visual impact: Midmar (1), Hill of Fare Dunect (1)

● This is an important area within the local landscape. Hill of Fare Dunecht is visible from many
locations and busy roads, so development here could have considerable visual impact. Midmar is
also a prominent landscape feature and a mechanical uplift would be particularly significant
visually, possibly too intrusive to be desirable at either site.

● A trail network with vehicular uplift may be feasible at either of these sites due to the reduced visual
impact on the local area.

● There is a telecoms mast in place on the summit of Meikle Tap, and electricity Pylons cross the
lower slopes - suggesting that gaining planning consent for adding further infrastructure may be
possible on Hill of Fare Dunecht.
Exposure: Midmar (2), Hill of Fare Dunect (2)

● Cyclists would be exposed to wind on tops, but as the main aspects are to the East and NorthEast, would be more sheltered in the main part of the forest.
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● The FDP describes the majority of Midmar as sheltered, with the exception of the Craigour hill
summit plateau.

● Hill of Fare Dunecht is listed as sheltered in the forested areas but exposed on higher, open
ground which forms the upper half of the site.
Forest Design Plan: Midmar (1), Hill of Fare Dunect (1)

● There is no provision for either additional car parking or additional access routes for recreation in
the current FDP.

● Midmar forest is described as having a higher susceptibility to trees being windblown due to the
soil type and depth – potentially increasing maintenance burden.

● There are six minor water courses listed within Midmar, of which, one is a tributary of the River Dee
(SAC).

● Dunecht Estates manage the plantation within the area described on their land. This is mostly
mature coniferous woodland and there is evidence of recent thinning operations at various
locations within this site.
●

The open moorland on the Hill of Fare Dunecht site is managed for country sports such as grouse
shooting, although the Estate indicated that this is done at a fairly small scale and does not
generate significant income for the Estate. This may be a barrier to further development, however.

Viewpoints: Midmar (3), Hill of Fare Dunect (3)

● Outstanding outlook from summits across Aberdeenshire and towards the Cairngorms National
Park.
Operational / Management Considerations: Midmar (2), Hill of Fare Dunect (1)

● During each of our visits to Midmar, car parks were busy and several people were encountered,
usually dog walkers. No cyclists or horses were seen at the site.

● At the South Newfield entrance to Hill of Fare Dunecht, cars were often parked, but no people were
encountered. No cyclists or horses were seen at the site.
Miscellaneous Considerations:

● The existing Treehouse Café at Mill of Hole could present an opportunity to work with an existing
business to host the hub and associated infrastructure.

● An osprey nest has been reported on the site which could provide tourism interest.
● There is a reported issue with shooting rights within Midmar forest. To date, this is unresolved, but
FCS has suggested that it does not view this as a critical issue.

● Dunecht Estates ceased responding to communications beyond our initial meeting and enquiries
despite repeated attempts. This was following our submission of the proposed boundary as
indicated in the map image above, which we took to indicate a lack of interest in taking the
proposal any further.
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● Some flatter areas of open ground appear to be quite wet – rushes and some wet flushes were in
evidence, and water was running in ditches at trackside.

● However, ground conditions overall were relatively dry during all visits, suggesting the site is
generally free draining, apart from specific areas described.

● There is a mixture of pink and grey granite and other types of rock in evidence. The bedrock
appears to be further from the surface in general than on the other two sites. It is however more
evident on northwestern aspects of Cairn-mon-earn and Mundernal, where there appears to be
bedrock scree beneath the peat topsoil. If the local subsoil proves suitable for trail building, this
shouldn’t cause a problem. However if material is required to be imported, these areas may be
best avoided to reduce construction cost.

● The quarry on site holds mixed soils. These appear to have been used by FCS for construction of
forest tracks. Soil testing will be required to confirm suitability for MTB construction of trails.
Ease of Construction: (2)

● The Slug Road provides an easy access to three entrance points for construction traffic.
● There is a quarry on site which could provide a ready material source if found to be suitable. (Ref.
Ground Conditions).

● There are limited forest tracks in the western part of the forest, so further tracks may need to be
constructed for construction and maintenance.
Hub Location: (3)

● The area around the ‘Café’ Entrance point would make the most obvious location for a trailhead
and hub facilities, and would benefit from ‘passing traffic awareness’ on the Slug Road.

● This location at the ‘Café’ Entrance would provide a stunning outlook for a restaurant or café
facilities.

● This location would place the hub at the centre of the facility, between the two hills, a true ‘hub’.
● An alternative hub at Inchloan could be considered, but access is poorer here and would involve
use of a minor singletrack road. The outlook is also preferable from the café entrance.

● A hub placed more centrally in the forest was also considered but discounted due to difficulty with
access.
Access for visitors: (3)

● If the hub is situated at the ‘Café’ Entrance point, access would be easy via either the Slug Road
from A90 or the South Deeside Road.
visitors from south of Aberdeenshire.

This provides the easiest access of any of the sites for

Visual impact: (3)

● Durris is less of a local landmark than the other sites as it forms part of a large ridge of moorland
plateau, almost entirely covered by plantation forest.

● The western part of the forest is largely hidden from view due to surrounding hills, and Cairn-monearn is not overlooked by any large communities. The north face of Mundernal is very visible
locally and both this aspect and the summit of Cairn-mon-earn are visible from vantage points
across the region.

● A major high-voltage pylon line passes through the centre of the forest, and Cairn-mon-earn
already has three masts and other buildings at its summit which are visible from some distance
away. These precedents could improve the chances of gaining planning consent for further
infrastructure.
Exposure: (3)
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● Western aspects of Cairn-mon-earn are quite exposed and windy at the summit, although
sheltered by other hills to an extent.

● Forestry Commission Scotland classes the site as moderately exposed on high ground, suggesting
a higher risk of windblow, and sheltered on low ground. However there is no mention of Durris
being susceptible to windblow, and very little evidence on the ground of windblown trees.
Forest Design Plan: (2)

● There is reference made to continuing low-key recreational activities in the forest. These are
described as the current provision for walkers, cyclists and horses, as well as formal interpretation
and access to the historical site at Pitcowdens in the north of the forest.

● The new forest road mentioned in the Plan is now complete on the northern slope of Mundernal.
● The forest is described by Dan Cadle from FCS, as being of “high value” both commercially, and to
the local economy. It is a forest in its second crop rotation, so is a mature site, with good access
for harvesting, that provides high quality timber.
Viewpoints: (3)

● The summits of both Cairn-mon-earn and Mundernal provide stunning views of Aberdeenshire,
from the coast to the Cairngorms National Park.
Operational / Management Considerations: (3)

● During our site visits, there was rarely more than one car in the car park. The western end of the
forest was reportedly very little used and our experiences on the ground support this.

● Other visitors were encountered only in or near the car parks (though workers at the Cairn-monearn masts were seen).

● Evidence of Mountain Bikers were seen in both the ‘Café’ Entrance car park and Inchloan car park,
(Cars with bike racks), and riders were seen nearby.
Miscellaneous Considerations

● There are few identified species of interest in Durris Forest, so nature tourism is likely to be less
appealing than other sites.

● The Deeside Way passes close to the forest so there is potential to attract touring cyclists to cyclefriendly facilities at Durris.

● Proposed additional turbines being added to an existing array at Craigneil windfarm adjacent to
Durris forest could present an opportunity for raising funds through its community fund, or even
perhaps by adding a turbine to the array.

General Observations (all three sites)
B.14 Ground conditions appeared to be favourable at all three sites, with lower-lying areas at Durris appearing to
be wettest, with water visibly running in drains.
B.15 All three sites have a mixture of granite – pink granite lower down and grey granite higher up. Pitfichie has
less pink granite, but there is some prevalent at the north of the site. Pink Granite is generally preferable for
trail construction than grey granite.
B.16 During our initial investigations, it became apparent that the suitability of subsoil for construction on each
site was not going to be a determining factor in deciding which site was most suitable. The soil on site
appeared to be of good mineral content, and had successfully been used to build the existing forest roads.
Evidence of water erosion on steeper pitches of the forest tracks, and the depth of topsoil in track cutaways were visible and taken into account, but were largely similar across all three sites.
Therefore, we opted to leave the scheduled soil sampling until later in the project, once a single site had
been identified. We then sampled the material available on that particular site to assess suitability for
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construction, which in turn influenced the cost estimates and construction/maintenance considerations, and
added much more value to the project and its outputs.
B.17 There are fine views from high points at all three sites. Of the possible locations for hub buildings, Durris has
arguably the best outlook, owing to its higher altitude, with both Midmar and Hill of Fare Dunecht being in
more forested locations.
B.18 All three sites present good opportunities for longer cross-country rides in the surrounding area. Durris is
the least limited of the three in this regard with ready access to Fetteresso Forest and beyond via a new
forest track accessed from the Slug Road to the south of the Durris forest boundary. Pitfichie also includes
the appealing prospect of longer rides in the area around Bennachie, although the River Don prevents
immediate access. Some of the hill tracks on Hill of Fare could be linked up to create longer circular rides
here too, and while these are shorter, they would provide a sensation of remoteness on the open high
ground.
B.19 The new Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route (due for completion in 2018) will improve access to all three
sites. Pitfichie probably has the least favourable access, with a considerable distance needing to be
travelled currently on minor roads to reach the site, especially for visitors arriving from the south.

Forest Development Plans
B.20 SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE
B.21 SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE
B.22 SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE

Environmental Assessment
B.23 The findings from the desk-based study which took place in March-April 2017 are provided in Appendix E.
They show that there are no immediately apparent ‘deal breakers’ at any of the three sites, with Durris
marginally ahead of the other two locations in terms of minimising direct environmental impacts.
B.24 It is our recommendation that NETCO commissions an on-site environmental assessment following this
feasibility study, as this will almost certainly be required at the time of lodging a planning application(s).
The NETCO committee has already indicated its willingness to do this.

Combined SWOT Analysis
B.25 A tabulated version of the SWOT analysis for all three sites appears below. Essentially, this sums up all of
the preceding points in a single table.
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Combined Swot Analysis For The Three Sites
Pitfichie
Elevation Change c. 300m (Cairn William to
Brankinentum), but c. 200m within treeline –
useable area?

STRENGTHS
Hill of Fare Dunecht / Midmar
Elevation Change: c. 260m (Greymore to Sunhoney
car park), c. 280m (Greymore to Black Gates).

Elevation Cha
car park), 174
c.225m (Cairn

Well-thinned forest blocks mainly.
Iconic location in widely recognised landscape.
Outstanding views from high points.
Existing venue – known to MTB community
nationally, also potentially easier to expand in
terms of planning etc than other locations.

Worked red granite quarry on site (Midmar).

Greater than e
is used.

Pylons through
gain planning a

Good Existing forest road network.
FCS open to the idea of increasing MTB and
general recreational visitor activity, as detailed the
current FDP.
Outstanding outlook from summit across region
and towards Cairngorms
Proactive and positive landowner around foot of
hill on East side. (Monymusk Estate)

Good access from B roads on North and East side.
Potential hub location provides good site for trail head
facilities if access can be created – either Sunhoney
or Black Gates depending on site used.
Reported osprey nest (2013), could provide
alternative interest for visitors.

Largely unuse
minimal conflic

Two distinct pe
good options f

Good views of
views to the NW
Easy access f

Pitfichie Castle site good for beginners’ skills area,
and hub location in terms of access (but not trail
head)

Worked Quarr

Easy access to
rides to the so
Durris forest.

Benefits to local community of Monymusk in
developing visitor attraction in the immediate area.
High number of ‘interesting’ wildlife species
present on site – possible attraction for visitors.

Pitfichie
Very exposed to wind above tree line - FDP
classes as ‘severely exposed’ on higher slopes
and western aspects. Undesirable riding
conditions and susceptible to windblown trees
with consequently increased maintenance burden.
Difficult / expensive to build on Granite bedrock
close to the surface. Grey granite on site, would
need to import red granite.
Raptors, ground nesting birds, wildcats and other
rare species reported in the area.
Grey granite on site, would need to import red
granite.
Quite steep gradients in general – more
challenging to make trails suitable for novices.

Low to medium

WEAKNESSES
Hill of Fare/Midmar
Linear shape of forest block (Midmar)
Limited access to higher ground – reserved for
shooting etc?
Shallow soil - bedrock close to surface creates
difficulty in building trail, and means trees are
susceptible to windblow, meaning potentially larger
maintenance burden
Potential preferred location for trail head / hub
facilities near Midmar Castle – possible opposition to
development here? Also access via minor roads off
B road to Tarland.
Other option at Sunhoney – not as suitable
topography at lower slopes. Or at the Black Gates on
Dunecht Estate land.

Vertical drop lim
only.

‘Valuable’ wood
cost may be pr

Less obvious a
need to be buil
entrance gives
earn, or hub cr
obvious to pass

Fewer identifie
commercial for

Limited existing
would need be
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Limited forest track network, expensive to
build/maintain trails higher up the hillside –
potentially helicopter drops required as per
Granite Top trail.

Unresolved issues with rights to forest within Deeds –
shooting rights?

No formal prov
current FCS FD

Popular hiking spot on Bennachie to the
immediate North, and iconic nature of landscape
– visual impact of development may be contested.
Best potential location for trail head not at Pitfichie
Castle, but further south on minor road at
Pitmunie / Brankinentum – difficult access on very
minor road.

Pitfichie
Potential to link up with Bennachie for extending
visitor opportunities – would need a new bridge
across the river?

OPPORTUNITIES
Hill of Fare/Midmar
Existing Treehouse Café / Hub at Mill of Hole?
Opportunity to use parcel of Dunecht Estate land if
required.

Possible new w
could NETCO a
raise funds? O
payback schem

Deeside Way p
cyclists.

Area to west of
both for vertica
least used by o

Pitfichie
Hub facilities on separate land to the main
network could cause issues in the future if one or
other landowner changed their mind.
Visible local opposition to a planning application
for pylons in the area, so most likely also against
any form of cabled uplift?

THREATS
Hill of Fare/Midmar
Separate landowners could cause issues in the future
if one or other landowner changed their mind.

Right of access
contractors see
from Slug Road

‘Legal issues’ prevent FCS granting sole permission
to use Midmar site (ref email from Calum Murray
21/07/16).
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Appendix C – Conceptual Designs For The Three Sites
C.1

This Appendix records the thinking process which was followed to consider the possible infrastructural
layouts of a facility on each site, taking into account the various considerations listed above. These are
supplemented by images showing a conceptual ‘zoned’ layout for each site. These images were produced
to complement the SWOT Analyses and guide the recommendation for a preferred venue.

C.2

On the concept plans below, each red zone, marked ‘Trailhead / Car Park’ would include as part of the
‘hub’: buildings and facilities, skills area, trials area, pump track, and other complementary infrastructure.

C.3

The trail zones have been divided into ‘XC Zone’, which would encompass traditional trail centre-type trail
loops of various grades, and an ‘Uplifted Flow Zone’ which would incorporate the bike park style flow trails,
all descending and again covering all grades.

C.4

The ‘Enduro Zone’ would be the sectioned off area for natural, hand-dug trails to organically come and go
(we have used the descriptor ‘Enduro Zone’ to be in keeping with current FCS terminology for this more
natural type of trail build). As discussed in Section 3 of this report, this is an opportunity for the NETCO
project to provide a solution for the growing disconnect between mountain bike enthusiasts who want to
build and ride natural trails, and the needs of facility managers to create trails that are both sustainable for
use by a large number of riders in all conditions.

C.5

By engaging with this large and vocal community of mountain bikers, and harnessing their energy in a
structured manner, the NETCO project could deliver a further unique selling point, that will help to keep the
facility fresh and exciting, and in the eye of the industry media. The Enduro Zone could also host some
purpose built and adaptable E-bike ascending trails; again satisfying a new and growing trend in the
industry through innovative means.

C.6

The boundaries shown are purely a tool to give an estimate of the area of land that would be required to
house these zones, and will shrink and grow as the project progresses and a layout becomes more
defined. At this stage, it is imagined that other complimentary facilities/activities will co-habit the same area
as the MTB Trails. However, as we investigate these options, it may be necessary to build in separate
zones specifically for these activities, and grow the area boundary accordingly.

Pitfichie – Initial Concept Description
C.7

Pitmunie/Brankinetum would be the best location for a trailhead/ hub in terms of the topography of the land
above the road here. There is a progressive gradient transition from the road within this section of the
forest, with options to create trails up the hill, finishing with the Granite Top Trail at the highest point – this
could be tied back into the trail network lower down at each end. The Enduro Zone could continue in the
current location of the DH tracks on the south side of Pitfichie, with linking access to the lower trail network
providing a return route to the car park.

C.8

It would be difficult to create a ‘Stadium Finish’ to the Downhill trail at the hub without compromising other
grades of trail.

C.9

There is potential to provide uplift here (indeed, this has been provided here in the past using tractors), but
the track would need upgrading/re-routing to reduce gradient and to make it suitable for minibuses or
similar vehicles.

C.10 Whilst there are potential mechanical uplift route options from Pitmunie to Cairn William and/or Pitfichie
Castle to Pitfichie, planning consent might be difficult to achieve at these locations. Furthermore, it would
be likely that many days annually would be lost due to high wind speeds preventing safe use of a chairlift, if
that option was pursued.
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Midmar / Hill of Fare Dunecht – Initial Concept Descriptions
C.11 At Midmar, the existing Sunhoney entrance to the forest, or the neighbouring café at Mill of Hole, would
appear to be the most sensible locations for hub facilities. There would be minimal disruption to the local
community and minor roads, and the topography would allow trails to include a ‘Stadium finish’ at the hub,
with minimal crossing of forest tracks compared to other parts of the forest.
C.12 Existing forest roads would provide good access, with short additions to reach the highest point. There is
also potential for a mechanical uplift to be installed to Greymore. Either method would allow a Flow Zone
and an Enduro Zone at the easternmost end of the forest, with an XC Zone in the central section.
C.13 The site identified on Hill of Fare – Dunecht would provide suitable topography for a progressive trail
network to be created. The Uplifted Flow Zone would descend from the high point of Meikle Tap and allow
a ‘Stadium finish’ at the hub location at South Newfield. The Enduro Zone would utilise a steeper area of
hillside on the south aspect of Meikle Tap, and link back into the lower Flow Zone trails to return to the hub.
C.14 Meanwhile, the XC Zone would utilise the open ground and forested area below in the north half of the site.
There are some forest and estate tracks in this site, but these would need to be supplemented for
construction and maintenance.
C.15 Two possible concept maps have been produced for this site, one with the hub at South Newfield on
Dunecht Estate’s land, and the other with the hub at Sunhoney in Midmar Forest.
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C.22 Once Durris was scored and agreed as the preferred venue, two more detailed concept design options for
that location were produced. These were intended to give a visual representation of what the different
scenarios might mean on the ground, in terms of available trail length and intensity of trails per hectare.
C.23 At this stage, the details of trail gradients and positions on the ground were not firm recommendations, but
purely conceptual layouts, intended to help the NETCO Committee to visualise our explanation of various
scenarios and aid discussion.
C.24-C.30

Durris Forest - Concept Map 1 (below) SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO SECTION 11
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Appendix D – Environmental Assessment
(SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE)
Appendix E – Soil Analysis Report
(SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE)
Appendix F – Estimates for Minibus and Chairlift Purchase
(SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE)
Appendix G – Landscape Impact
(SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE)
Appendix H – Landscape and Construction Feasibility Overview
(SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE)
Appendix I – Initial Quantity Surveyor’s Estimate
(SECTION REMOVED – PLEASE REFER TO PREFACE)
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